SOME ATHENIAN EPIGRAMSFROM THE
PERSIAN WARS*
J(T

IS a remarkablefact that we know little about the graves of the Athenians

who fell in the Persian Wars. Tradition tells us that the dead of Marathon were
buried in the very plain where the battle had been fought and that the graves of the
fallen at Plataea could be seen even in the time of Pausanias KaTra Tq'v -' o-oov ,uAto-r6 a
7r77v EqllX6ratav-.2 But we hear nothing about the men slain or drowned at Artemision
(though the Athenians afterwards made a dedication to Artemis llpoo-qw'a 3), at
Salamis (though the epitaph of the Corinthian grave was found on the island4)
at Mykale. This fact, remarkableas it is, becomes perplexing only by a belief in the
irarptog volmg of Thucydides who declares that the Athenians ' always ' buried rov`
EK TWV ToXE'pavwin the public cemetery ErZ` rov KacXXUoTov lTpoao-TEov
T-q 76XEws, and
made an exception only for the men of Marathon: EKEWVOV8E 8taw-pernq Tqv apET7v
KptvavceE aVTov
When one realizes that down to 465/4 B.C.
KaO
Tov Taiov f1rotqocav.5
the Athenians followed the general Greek custom and buried their fallen avtrovi TO^
on the battlefield wherever that was," one ceases to wonder that the enu'TEp ETEmOOV
* The first part of this paper, in the main, was read to the Oxford Philological Society on

June 18, 1943. For a revision of the English style I am indebted in the first part to Mr. M. Platnauer
of Brasenose College (Oxford) and in the second part to Mr. J. M. Todd of Stowe School
(Buckingham).
'Thucydides, II, 34, 5; Pausanias, I, 29, 4; 32, 3. Herodotus, who gives the number of the
slain as 192 (6, 117, 1) and is obviously informed in detail (6, 114), is silent about their burial;
and the excavations at the Soros did not yield entirely what we should like to have.
2 Pausanias, IX, 2, 5: TOLvp?V OVV X0t7rO1S EaTWvV'EUXXtouvij= xo&vlv, AaKe8at/ovLW0 8e Kat 'AGyvacov
-VTOL. Herodotus, IX, 85:
(r
TE EWV OF TcL4
K4L EX(7EU^ (YTL &lwVL&V
TroL rE.vtv TLV
y7/fXLpae'Va
a
add. d) X'as, Kai
. . Teye-Ta
8c xwp
(e`afav
vTavra;
AaKc8Gatpo'vtoL /LEV TpLt$S E7rovq7TaVTOGrqKa.
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(K TrS; ALavT1'80
4vXis,
The number of the Athenian slain was 52 (Herodotus, IX, 70, 5), lravrEs
there was only
Accordingly
6).
Aristides,
KTX.
Ws4,jat KXdt3&yqov,
(Plutarch,
19,
vytwoapiv?7r 4ptcrra

one stele which probably was not preserved any more when Pausanias visited Plataea. But the
grave will have been restored and adorned with the epitaph by " Simonides " (see note 11).
Plutarch, Themistocles, 8, 4-6 (De Herod. mal., 34, p. 867 F) quoting from one of the
crrXcat the " Simonidean" epigram IlavroSairGv av8p6v yvea's (135 Bgk 4 109 Diehl), which is
neither an epitaph nor a "monument of the fallen " (Hiller von Gaertringen, Gr. Hist. Epigr.
[1926], no. 14), nor does it " mark a battle-site and honour the living not the dead " (Wade-Gery,
J.H.S., LIII, 1933, p. 73); it is a dedicatory inscription (see Wilamowitz, Griech. Lesebuch, II, 1,
p. 103), though it certainly is occupied for its greater part with the exploits of the combatants,
whether living or dead.
4 I.G., I2, 927 = Geffcken, Griech. Epigr. (1916), no. 96;, Hiller, 20; Tod, Greek Hist. Inscr.
(1933), no. 16.
5 Thucydides, II, 34, 5; Pausanias, I, 29, 4.
6 The proof for this thesis will be given in my paper " Patrios Nomos," (J.H.S., LXIV, 1945;
not yet published).
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meration of warrior-graves in the Kerameikos, as preserved by Pausanias,' does not
contain the heroes of the Great War.
Much more curious is the scarcity, one might even say the almost complete
absence of Athenian epitaphs for the fallen in those glorious battles, while we have
quite a number of official, semi-official, and even private dedications.8 Though the
graves were dispersed over Greece proper and the coasts of Asia Minor, one would
expect that the places were marked by stelai and epigrammata set up by their grateful
countrymen in order to keep alive the memory of the heroes who had given their lives
for the liberty of Greece and for the liberation of their kinsmen overseas. Though
the wrrptoavoyaog,which provided a burial in the public cemetery and adorned the
Xeyov-cat, came into existence
graves with rriXat ra 6v4Lwra Kat Trv 81q,uov EKaco-rov
not before 465/4, and though the addition of a poetical epitaph was never an indispensable part of the tomb, we are surprised by this early scarcity. Other Greek states
which we are accustomedto regard as much less literate than Athens did honour their
dead, at least those of the Great War, by epitaphs. It is sufficientto refer to the most
famous examples, the Spartan epigram at Thermopylae which literary tradition has
preserved for us,9 and to the epitaph of the Corinthians on Salamis preserved on the
stone and in an enlarged form by literary tradition.'0 For Athens the fact, though
7 I, 29, 4-14.

Marathon note especially the second, posthumous, epigram I.G., I2, 609 (see Hiller, 10,
and Gnomon, XII, 1936, p. 293; Tod, 13; Kirchner, Imagines Inscr. Att. [1935], noi. 17) engraveid
on a dedication made before the battle by the polemarch Kallimachos. We do not know how long
before; for the lettering see Wilhelm2, p. l 1 1, and Loewy, pp. 3 ff. (no. 19); W. B. Dinsmoor in
Studies in the History of Culture (1942), p. 201. Hiller's supplement Jv[yeXovao]ava'rv in the
first epigram is brilliant; he might have referred not to Hymn. Hom., 4, 3 alone, but also to the
dominant conception of Hermes in the fifth century in Athens and elsewhere (Pherekydes, F. Gr.
Hist., 3 F 130; Hellanikos, ibid., 4 F 19). Raubitschek, A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, pp. 53 ff., who tries
to prove that the dedication was not a Hermes but the Nike 690 Schrader, ought to have shown
first that it was a dedication for the victory, which (pace Wilhelm) I am unable to believe. His
idea of a " dedication of Kallimachos, erected in his name by the Demos " (loc. cit., p. 56) is strange
and in my opinion impossible, nor was the second inscription engraved by " the Athenians " (Hiller,
Hermes, LIV, 1919, p. 215; I.G., loc. cit.). It was perhaps added by his son, as U. Koehler, Hermes,
XXXI, 1896, pp. 150 ff. suggested, regarding the whole monument as posthumous. I have not much
doubt that the posthumous addition indicates a clash of aspirations after the battle, as to whom
the victory was due: that seems to be implied in the wording [KaXAt4Laxos7roae'l]apxos'AG-qvatcvrov
Ma[paG6vos amaKXVToV aXTosi.
ay'val/ o`v M'[&v TE Ka'] tEX7wvv [ptve Iyotarov]/ 7ratLv 'AOqvatwv
The mention of the office is for me a final proof that the second epigram was an addition. The
whole inscription becomes understandable if one realizes that the posthumous epigram enlarges on
the name in the dedicatory epigram; one can almost call it a foot-note: " it was Kallimachos who
as polemarch," etc.
9 Herodotus, VIII, 228, 2 (Geffcken 105; Hiller 16). Heinze (note 13 infra) in a short and
and jS'pat, misunderstood
lucid commentary recognized the style of the military report in &yyee`XXtv
as volt4ats by Lycurgus, In Leocrat., 109 and others. To trace this expression back to Tyrtaios
(Friedlaender, Stud. It., N.S. XV, 1938, pp. 99 ff.) is, to say the least, superfluous.
10 See note 4.
8 For
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seldom realized even now, is so apparent" that in 1913 Wilamowitz remarked on it
in passing,'2 and in 1915 Richard Heinze stated it clearly, formally, and unconditionally: " the Athenian fallen of Marathon, of Salamis, of Plataiai did not share
this honour. I believe we may assert this simply because such inscriptions are not
handed down; no doubt they would have been preserved till the time when the epigrams from the stones were collected into books, and then they would have been
farther preserved in the literary tradition," or at least not all of them would have
disappeared.13If the case is as Heinze stated it, I am unable to offer an explanation; 1
but I shall not therefore try to refute his thesis, which seems to be in substantial
accordance with the facts. True, there is one exception to his rule: the epigram in
the Anthologia Planudea ascribed to Simonides and referred by Schneidewin to the
victory over the Chalcidians in 506 B.C.
AtpSvoq

E8p,

iTO
'TEvVa

mTTvXt, (71/cL

82

E4

7)Z,UV

KEXvTca.5
EyYVOEvEvip&'ov 81qu0oo#a

11 The alleged epitaphs for the men who fell at Marathon and Plataea are hardly even dubious
and certainly not contemporary. The epitaph for the Athenians ( ?) at Plataea is mentioned but
not quoted by Pausanias (see note 2). It is most certainly not Anth. Pal., VII, 257 (see note
107 infra), nor is there sufficient reason for the assumption that Pausanias had in mind Anth. Pal.,
VII, 253 (Simonides 100 Bgk4; 118 D), Et To Ka,XCsV71fYoetv. This epitaph is referred els TOVS mTd
AEwvt8ov 7rE7oVTacLby Anth. Pal., Schol. Aristides, III, 154, Ddf, and obviously by Aristides himself
(Panath., 132); but it is probably an Athenian epigram, perhaps from the Kerameikos (Preger,
Inscr. Graec. Metr., 8), for private persons in Athens imitated it (I.G., II2, 2724). It is therefore
earlier than ca. 250 B.C., but certainly not earlier than the fourth century (Geffcken, 113; Friedlaender, p. 120), though Hiller, 31 referred it to Plataea. For the epitaph of the Mapa0WvoPuaXca
quoted by Lycurgus, see note 17.
12 Sappho und Simonides (1913), p. 144, note 1, " wahrscheinlich ist nicht einmal der auftrag
eines epigrammes fur den oawpo'Sin Marathon, denn erst der friedhof im Kerameikos erzeugt diese
offizielle poesie."
13 Neue Jahrbilcher, XXXV,
1915, pp. 1 ff., in an address given on the Winckelmann commemoration day of the Leipzig Archaeological Seminary. Of course, the assertion obtains only
for "the first and most glorious years" of the Persian Wars. In Heinze's opinion " halten vermutungen, dies und das andere 'simonideische' epigramm auf die schlacht von Plataiai oder gar
auf kampfe, die noch vor die Perserkriege fallen, zu beziehen, naherer priifung nicht stand." (But
see my pp. 159 f.). Heinze did not mention either the Lycurgus epigram, p. 160 infra, or the two
Marathon epigrams from the Agora, and he did not take into account the sack of Athens in
480/79 B.C. They do not, in fact, weaken the point he made. It is rather surprising that Friedlaender
did not even mention this important observation, but begins his remarks on epigrams from the
"early Persian period" with another (in my opinion rather doubtful) thesis: Die kanonische form
des epigramms auf den Polyandria von 480 ist das monodistichon. Dieser satz gilt nicht fur Athen,
ausserhalb Athens aber streng.
14 What Heinze, p. 4, says is neither an explanation nor is it logic: Aus den Perserkriegen
dagegen haben wir grabepigramme der gefallenen von Sparta, vom Peloponnes, von Korinth, von
Megara, also von dorischen stadten. Ist das zufall? Oder sollen wir darin eine wirkung spartanischer auffassung sehen, die den tod in der schlacht so hoch stellte, dass er allein das recht gab,
den namen des verstorbenen auf das grabmal zu setzen und so dauerndem gedachtnis zu erhalten?
15Anth. Plan., 26 (Simonid. 89 Bgk4= 87 Diehl). The addition of a second distich,-oV'K
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I have personally not the least doubt that it is a genuine epitaph from the stele on the
grave; but of course this opinion does not admit of irrefutable proof, as the epigram
is preserved only in the literary tradition, and as Herodotus, though he records the
epigram of the dedication on the Acropolis made for the victory, does not know or
at least does not record the epitaph.16 Then there is at least one epigram for the
Marathonomachai
eExx-,vwv vpo,uaXowvreg 'AO?pvadotMapa06vt
8WvEorpopeG-av8va,uLv
xpvcro0pwv
Mp

quoted as such by the orator Lycurgus side by side with the Spartan epitaph at
Thermopylae: but whether or not it was ever engraved on a stone, and whether or
not it is a fifth-century poem (strictly contemporary it is not), it is certainly not an
epitaph, and even in Lycurgan times it can hardly have stood on a stele at the Soros
in the Marathonian plain."7There is in fact no reliable witness for a contemporary
epitaph at the Soros,18though (let us add at once) there is a tradition, whether
VEoTVTEa/ 7p7XEtaV
7rOe'LOV
E8edaLEVot Ve4,EX?7V, explaining the word &Xby Schneidewin and universally accepted, is almost proof positive for the
genuineness of the first. Nobody in a later age would have invented a 8&qpoota,and the signal honour
of a public grave suits the time: the battle was the first military feat of the new democratic army
and the poetical epitaph was a new device (cf. below, p. 177) which is stressed purposefully
by 8&ypo-ta.The objection of Wilamowitz (Hiller 9, " wegen des angegebenen kampfplatzes ") is
shaky: the Corinthian epitaph from Salamis furnishes a sufficient parallel, and the Peisistratos
epigram I.G., I2, 761 (note 62 infra) an even better one, not to mention later cases as, e.g., the
second epigram for Chaeronea (Hiller 74).
16
Herodotus, V, 77; I.G., I2, 394. See Hiller 9, 51; Tod, 12, 43.
a&8KiG *
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Leocrat., 108:
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V/UETEPOL

vautv. The epigram is clearly not an epitaph (see below, pp. 171 ff.), nor

can it have stood on the mound at Marathon, because it does not refer to the list of names which
adorned the grave (note 64 infra); but it is obvious from the context as well as from the comparison that Lycurgus palms it off on his hearers as an epitaph. It seems evident to me that he
omits the site of the tomb on purpose, using the vague and rather curious expression ev rots oplots
TOV/3ov. The conjecture of Wurm TO&
'rt
S
[TOV f3iov],
accepted by Blass and others, is wrong,
iptotS

and Oliverl, p. 489 seems to have misunderstood the design of the orator. I leave to the archaeologists to decide whether the epigram stood under the painting in the Stoa Poikile, as first suggested
by Goettling Ges. Abh., II <1859>, pp. 150 ff. Suidas s. v. IIotKtiXcertainly does not say it " plainly,"
and the scholiast on Aristides,

Or., 28, 63 (II

159 Ddf) calls it

zrtypacyLa

dts or4Xrp'v

flepmV1oUw.

Aristides himself evidently regards Simonides as its author, and Diehl is justified in printing it as
Simonides 88, but ought not to have placed it among the " Epigrammata sepulchralia aetatis Simonideae." As to its time, cEXX1vow
oiv'rs
would be possible even in 490 B.C.; Friedlaender, p. 98,
wpo1a
is at once refuted by the first of the new Marathon epigrams (see p. 177). Ephoros possibly
knew and quoted it, at least if in the changed pentameter wKTEtvaV M,80v JKOU7L tvpta&as we prefer
(with Boas, De epigr. Simonid. [1005], pp. 92 ff., who refers to the ducenta ntilia in Justin. 2, 9, 20)
etKOot (Schol. Aristid.; Suidas) to the E'vvt'aof Aristides.
18 See below, p. 176.
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reliable or not, about a competition between Aeschylus and Simonides for an epitaph.
It is the well-known passage in the Life of Aeschylus: adrnpe&cco uIpcova,KaTac rvas
Ev V5r

T(

'AO-qvatV

6L9 TOV' 'V

Karaarovao-OdEl

Mapa%vt

TEOV77KOTa

Ka'

vep
O'17OELg

EL&WtFf
AEy7GE

TL
1o00oKAET,
i

KaTL

8& EVLovsEV

yap E-yE?ov xroXv

s XE'1TTOT77TOv
o ro AovAov,
(4a,ev
EOITV
cTvOra0 ATM7s
I.ETEXEW
I
T719 Ipt r6
x
aXXo'rptov.This notice (to which we will have to come back) brings us directly to

the first part of our paper-the two epigrams on (let us speak cautiously so as not
to prejudice the issue) the men or the battle of Marathon.
I.

THE EPIGRAMS ON THE BATTLE OF MARATHON

I almost regret that I have decided on discussing them. For though by a stroke
of good fortune the American excavators in 1932 found another fragment of the
stone which was at once ably published and commented upon by James H. Oliver,"9
and though the new find made a notable addition to the miserable remains known
since 1855,20 even now there is not one complete line on the stone, and the disiecti
membra poetae allow only of experimental restoration.2' Small wonder that the his19Hesperia, II, 1933, pp. 480 ff. (quoted as Oliver'). Bibliography (see also M. N. Tod,
J.H.S., LV, 1935, p. 184; LVII, 1937, p. 175): Oliver, A.J.P., LVI, 1935, pp. 193 ff. (Oliver2);
Hesperia,, V, 1936, pp. 225 ff. (Oliver3); A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, pp. 483 f. (Oliver4). J. L. Myres,
Antiquity, VIII, 1934, pp. 176 ff. (a summary of Oliver'). A. Wilhelm, Anzeiger Ak. Wien,
Ph.-hist. Kl., LXXI, 1934, no. 10, pp. 89 ff. (Wilhelm2). Hiller von Gaertringen, Hermes, LXIX,
1934, pp. 204 ff. (Hiller3); Gnomon, XII, 1936, pp. 293 f. (Hiller4). Peek, Hermes, LXIX, 1934,
pp. 339 ff.; Maas-Wickert, ibid., LXX, 1935, pp. 235 ff. Joh. Kirchner, Imagines Inscr. Att.
(1935), tab. 9, no. 18. C. M. Bowra, Greek Lyric Poetry (1936), pp. 355 ff. A. S. Arvanitopulos,
(1937), p. 118. E. Loewy, Sb. Akkad.Wien, CCXVI, 1937, Abh. 4, pp. 6 ff.
'EXXAv.'ETrypaftK
Friedlaender, Studi It., N.S. XV, 1938, p. 93, note 2. Raubitschek, A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, pp. 53 ff.
20 Published first by A. R. Rangabe, Antiquites Helleniques, II (1855), p. 597, no. 784b. Short
bibliography: I.G., I, 333 (Suppl. p. 40); I.G., I2, (1924), 763 (Hiller"); Kaibel, Epigr. Gr.,
749; Roberts, Introd. to Greek Epigraphy, I, 64; Roberts-Gardner, 177; E. Hoffmann, Syll. Epigr.
Graec., 266; Geffcken, Griech. Epigramme (1916), 65; Hiller von Gaertringen, Histor. Griech.
Epigramme (1926), 11 (Hiller2). A. Kirchhoff, Monatsber. Akad. Berl. (1869), pp. 412 ff.;
Michaelis, Ath. Mitt., II, 1877, p. 92; Winter, Arch. Jahrb., VIII, 1893, p. 152, note 13; A. Wilhelm,
Ath. Mlitt.,XXIII, 1898, pp. 487 ff. (Wilhelm'); Bormann, Festschr. Gomperz (1902), pp. 474 ff.;
Jahresh. Oesterr. Inst. Arch., VI, 1903, pp. 241 ff.; L. Weber, Philol., LXXVI, 1920, pp. 60 fif.
21 Before the discovery of the new fragment and sometimes even after it, the main mistake
consisted in basing attempts to restore the text on allegedly similar poems, particularly on the Eion
and the Eurymedon epigrams. Even Kirchhoff's excellent restitution (followed by almost all
editors) of the second epigram [rl uacXca8 KEtVOt TaAaKap8tOt] and [/xapvacLEvot S' &'awouav 'AO-qvat'C
roxv/3ov'X] o (v) al-rv proved wrong in the wording. In fact, nobody could guess at -v aLparo a8g'
d8al- and
I am far from preaching a sterile scepticism, though (a question of method) a poem
ayXtaXov-rpat.
is no decree. But to put into the text a line of which only the last letter is preserved (and that
letter being doubtful) is misleading, and the consequences of such high-handed proceeding have
again and again proved dangerous. For forty-one years (Das Marmor Parium, 1904) I have tried to
persuade classical scholars to print major supplements in brevier.
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torical problems raised by the poems cannot be solved with a reasonable degree of
certainty. At least I cannot solve them. It is rather unpleasant when one feels compelled to remain almost wholly in the sphere of negative statements, contradicting and
refuting the fundamental assumptions of the new editio princeps and many opinions
put forward by the scholars who commentedon it, returning partly to the old propositions of Kirchhoff and Adolf Wilhelm who had far less to go upon than we have
now. There is also a personal handicap. I am no archaeologist and may not venture
to pronounceon the theories concerning the reconstruction of the monument to which
the epigrams belong,22and though I do not think that this point matters very much,
it is inhibitory. I must needs confine myself to the task of putting the problems fully
and methodically. Those problems are (1) the subject matter of the two poems,
(2) their text, (3) the nature of the poems and of the monument which they adorned,
(4) the authorship of the epigrams.
I shall first give the text of the epigrams with a fairly ample apparatus criticus,
following it up with Wilhelm's restitution which (though of course not certain in
every single point 23) seems to me to be exceptionally brilliant and has the additional
See p. 170.
Oliver, who is at pains to point that out (Oliver3, pp. 232 f., ider4, p. 483, cf. below, p.
174), seems to me to do scant justice to it. On the other hand Raubitschek (p. 56 "an almost
certain restoration") sounds perhaps a little too emphatic, though I am inclined to agree with him,
at least as far as the sense is concerned. All supplements of Wilhelm pursue (so it seems to me)
the right course,and the antithesisof retot with 'Aoi%agiZrrogin the first, and of at'XIAwith rotocopoL
in the second epigram I regard as particularly happy inspirations. In the discussion before the
Oxford Philological Society Paul Maas strongly objected to Wilhelm's restoration of I. 3-4:
he declared to be impossible the accusativus cum infinitivo in what Wilhelm obviously and in my
opinion rightly took as a clause denoting the consequence of the EXetv.I do not see the force of
this argument: the well-known fact that epic poetry has almost no example for the consecutive
woirc, but often uses the simple infinitive, cannot prevent a pre-classical epigrammatist from forming
a sentence in the manner proposed by Wilhelm. Pre-classical poetry is not bound by the rules of
classical prose syntax, nor are we bound to reject a construction for which we cannot adduce an
exact parallel-if the sentence is understandable. Eduard Fraenkel refers me to Aeschylus, Ag.,
Zrct / aAAaya
/ Xoyos 7rapayycXWortv/ vEoV9 7rvpw0Ev-ra Kap8tWav
cfpcv6vKEKO/ALAEVO%
479 if. r[s wc& iV
e7rc'0-pwGEtdis also unique and (from the viewpoint of
Xoyov Kaletv, where 7rvpwo0vra instead of
classical syntax) much more difficult. One might also refer to the use of the acc. c. inf. after 7rp[V
from the time of II. N 172 on, if the dependent clause has its own subject (see Kuehner-Gerth3,
II, 2, p. 457). I do not think that anybody could misunderstand I, 3-4, as restored by Wilhelm:
it is a simple and a beautiful conclusion, similar in thought to II 3-4. Maas connects EaxovTEXXaca
and understands " stopped Hellas from seeing the day of enslavement." This means that the whole
hexameter I, 3 has to be filled with the subject to 'caxov.As Maas's supplement of the subject (rcCot'
WKV7rOUoV aro 7rWwv) is factually impossible because the Athenians at Marathon did not fight
TE K
on horseback (see pp. 168 f.), his opinion is for me a perfect example of straining at a gnat and
swallowing a camel-or rather a whole body of Athenian cavalry. If Maas is to insist on the
syntactical point, he ought to state at the same time that the epigram(s) cannot refer to Marathon,
which till now he has not; nor should I be prepared in the face of the facts duly set out above to
admit this disastrous but unavoidable consequence. I prefer to admit the syntactical uniqueness
which does not create an obscurity for the willing reader. There also is no valid objection to
22

23
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(if negative) merit of not laying itself open to a prima facie refutation of its
supplements.
a) THE STONE

I av8pov roy8 apeTe---

aet--(3)

(x-1)

v EhEXXa- ezarav 8ovXto- non crroLX.
- hor a&xIEv
av - cTrecaa IpoTrpOETrvXbv
Evapa rotu, aa-avX&aXo,/zrpEcrac p - - - q(?) acrTv /8ca&IlEpaov KXLvaltevo

EoXovyap iTE;Oc
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aUoQx.

(11)

(x)

Te ----

N..

P~
'
~~~~a
..vHler';AEIvlAE
]v Hiller'); AlEl vel AlET Oliver'
KaTr]
e.g.
aeid,
1 AIEIi......PI.G.2
(non
nTEp [caroX
(qui primumI certumesse et signum, quo in linea 2 finis hexametriindicatur,litteras AIEl certe
non statim sequi adseverat;infimameius signi partem supra secundumX dispexisse sibi visus est
Peek; " I still fail to see any traceof the punctuation. . . and the surfaceis partlypreservedhere"
Oliver2); AlEl " so gut wie sicher" Wilhelm. apEr4[ X4a+oE& KXEAoa'00G1ov] actl Wilhelm, (Peek);
apeTE [orX66ECKXEO'c'OSat-ov]

Bowra;

exo'ox]
apErT [a&cLdEra't

aLElArv(anitopulos).

1TEPEO dispexisse

sibi visus est Meritt; "the P is quite clear. I think I can see the E and the X, but I am quite
uncertainabout the word" Oliver'; " mir scheint Hepcorvv6llig unm6glich,ich kann nach wiederholtem studiumdes steins nur N//// P erkennen" Peek; " it is probablybest to retain the clearly
visible P and disregardthe hypotheticalletters" Oliver2. [jTO1A,OL HE]p[crav hoc o'TOpEoav Uvaluvc]
Wilhelm;

Arv.

[av'z-vovhofI1wpo-6v [Pv MapaG6vL a4vov]

2 7MCOZ
TE-[V /3aplapokovov
Pal., VII, 258) Hiller3; TE

Bowra; [Mt8ov ho

avrE]v Meritt, Wade-Gery;

ireot

Te

TO

[Kat

rr]p T[os TOV OrTOXovEfTopEcaV]
OKVrOpOV(

VEO]V (

A
Anth.

Maas; TE\[V aXKLOV 'Actr'os hrrro]v Wilhelm;
\?[v f3p/apov 'Acr8a hr7ro] v Arv. -EXX'[8a tt] \ Kaibel, 8ovXto[v 4yap l'Sv] Kirchhoff; 8ov'Xo[v /ap
hEXEv]Arv.
KaTO'7rovbrftpCWal
3 TOIIZAAAM Oliver; TOlX(T)AAA(M) Arv. (o XapaKr-s CypatpeTOIT
UO
KaT h
TS
uWrV
F KLTJ KEpaLaV Kat
va preTa/3clX T0\ T els A, ov EXacpa$
j0-XI`'EVT0S
apacXTEpcA
To3

XiOov, ack,KEV o0rT(09,

'

O KSoO

[K,a

O XaI3T
EZaatv

7r- 7rT'XO]V

Z );

v

roZ'

Ka&a[c0

(vel gco&4os)

--

pya

KV8oS]

Oliver;

OViqpv4
Wilhelm, Maas
G4]
Hiller3 et Maas; TrOZC'a4dj4avroT
ho p
fao
pa] TOT alxtE
K'ap,
(qui de hac supplementi via omnino dubitans proposuit TQZTCg'aca[avTo3
contra lapidem, in quo primae litterae vestigia excludunt TT, indicant H vel I, testantibus Oliver,
TOLc'T f

[aVT1

7re4paylAcilov E'TOp]

d8a[wo-Tov
ct OpEc\ GJpo-0
E'v o-rc'GEact Ov,o\] ho"T' Meritt; ToZo-(T')
Wade-Gery, Meritt, Peek); a a'Ja[
h]0\-' Arv. AN: " fuit aut AN aut AM aut Ar" I.G.2; " the angle at which the first stroke of the

last letter stands seems less suitable to a gamma than to a nu " Oliver; ay[pa E7r' Efoxart-as Kirchhoff;
av[,ria tvp`ao-tv] Wilhelm'; av['r[a 'roto4opov?] Wilhelm2; av[rt/6os fcXov( ?)] vel 4v['ta hrraTJvov
Peek probante Oliver2;
vel ay[pov
corovpCvots]
c7rEo-rv'vov)]
8pEsapdeoot] (== I.G., I2,
(}uatopuvov,
p. 277, 78) Maas;

Arv.
avLzTa 8vo-,uEvC'ov]

0 " either P or B" Oliver1; "ich halte nach wiederholter priifung B fur nahezu
4 P--ausgeschlossen" Peek; litterae 0 vestigia in fine hexametri dispexisse sibi visus est Rangabe (cf.
Peek, pp. 340 ff.), dubitavit Wilhelm, omisit (et certe nunc nihil in lapide) Oliver'. 'P [vacnrToXtos
Peek; 3[aGvXac7aov
ME,LaOTOV] Hiller3, Meritt; p [VraVTO 8E TptTroycvaS] vel [X&S (Kav) 7oXv/oX]o
IA,Equao',rov]

dub. Maas; fi[oXEv?aaEvov

xXkvacvo
[jVOz apaTtav]

8' e'aaooav]

Wilhelm;

83[atvo'vrov

dub. Wade-Gery (cf. II., B, 310; 4 472 f.).
Wilhelm.

K'KPO7roS OiJKE71-ETpEcfoav]

S' a7rESoKav] Arv.; g[a To
r
KXwva o[L wvapy] Kirchhoif;

aov

Wilhelm's restoration of II, 3-4: the 8E in the fourth place is justified because the words ayxtaxov
vrpfuaa fi[ovXEvcrapevcae] a(crv

form one notion. But this supplementis of course highly conjectural.
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b) Wilhelm's Restoration
I

'Av8pC'vrwiv8'a&pEri[s XaJaIEcXKXE'osa44tTov]
[EVroXot HE]p[-crxv oi ar opE-av

acet,

v

ZECOLtT7 [ v a'XKtqov'Au-t8oo'xoI
vI
'EXX6a[8a p ')7ra oav 8oVXto[V -9,'ap 8Eov].

EcrXOV'yap

II

to' a'8dipk[avro Evt 4RpEcd Ovpf], OTWadyxjv
crn)raa, '7prt02-E 'rrvX6vavV[Ttrarofo+b6pawV(
?)]
a,yXtaXo,u 'p'-crat 3[ovXevractqEvcov8' E'cardav]
aocrv, 3ta HIEpo-v KXtvacLEvo
[ C crpadav].
'Hv apa
rpc

1.
The two epigrams are engraved on a block of Pentelic marble in two parallel
bands, the second lying somewhat deeper, as it had to be smoothed on an already
rough-picked portion of the stone.24 There are four lines, each of which contains
an elegiac distich; the first two engraved -rTotxy186lv
by a hand which Wilhelm declared
to be the hand of the engraver of the Hekatompedon inscription I.G., 2, 3-4 from
485/4 B.C.,25 so that there cannot be much doubt that the monument was erected in
the year of the victory 490/89 B.c. The third and fourth lines which are not written
a-rotXq86vare by " a different and inferlior hand, but in characters that could not
have been chronologically far separated from the first, if at all." 26
24
For an accurate description of the stone and an explanation of "the process through which
it passed to arrive at this peculiarity of arrangement" see Oliver', pp. 480 I., quoting Doerpfeld
and Wilhelm, Ath. Mitt., XXIII, p. 490. Against the incomprehensible statement of Hiller3, p. 206
(cf. ideM4, p. 294) that the second epigram " stands in rasura, as was seen long ago " see Peek,
p. 339, and Oliver2, p. 194. Oliver1, p. 484 gives also a useful transcript, distinguishing the old or
right-side fragment E.M. 6739, which was found in the courtyard of a private house " in via
Hadriani vici HAIKa ad arcis radices orientales," and the new left-side one Agora Inv. No. 3536
I 303, "found in the wall of a modern house, 636/17, in section 0, on December 8, 1932." Preserved now top, bottom and left side; the block is broken away at the right side and the back."
The stone was, according to Oliver, "slightly more than one metre wide," and we have now
approximately two thirds of the original front."
25 The exact year rests on Kirchhoff's supplement of I.G., I2, 4, 26-27, f1r] 't[AoXparov
apXovr]os,and Wilhelm2, pp. 108 ff. has maintained it against Luria, Hermes, LXII, 1927, pp. 272 ff.,
who relegates the decree to the time before Kleisthenes, but gives it as a possibility that for some
reason it was published (republished?) some decades after its enactment. What matters for us is
the difference in the lettering between the first and the second epigram (see also Kirchner, Itagines,
no. 18). The situation would become precarious if Loewy, pp. 3 if. were right in suggesting a repuiblicationin the age of Kimon " and not in its earliest years." I cannot judge this suggestion
for myself, but his argumentation does not appear to be convincing at all.
26 Oliver1, p. 484. Ibid., p. 486, " inscribed later, but as far as the lettering is concerned it might
have been engraved simultaneously." IdeM2, p. 194, "the script displays less finish because of a
less skilful stone-cutter, and probably also because of the difficulty of working on a monument
already in situ." IdeM4, p. 483, " a different but contemporary hand." This disposes of Hiller4.
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Perhaps this fact, in which experienced epigraphists seem to concur, is in itself
a sufficient foundation for the first of three (or four) conclusions, about none of
which there can be (in my opinion) a reasonable doubt. Both epigrams. (this is the
first conclusion) refer to the same time and (let us express.it cautiously for the
moment) to the same group of events, a Persian war which did not lead to a sack
of Athens. That at least is abundantly clear from the third verse of the second epigram, however one restores the lost second half of this verse. It is further evident
(words to which I shall-come back soon) in the
from atXi.v o-rijo-avirp6o-OervmXhv
second epigram (thank God for the second) that it refers to a land-battle alone; and
as the battle was fought outside the city gates, it can have been no other but the battle
of Marathon.27This at once makes extremely improbablethe latest opinion of Hiller 28
ct Vjc`]v in the thirdline of the first epigramrefers
who by supplying[KactL
(`KVrTTOpCo/

this poem to an event later than Marathon, viz., the two battles of Salamis and
Plataea. His only reason is a historical one in which he himself does not seem to put
implicit confidence, that at Marathon the fight was " doch zunachst nur " about
Athens, while at Salamis and Plataea the liberty of all Greece was at stake.29 This
argument seems to me to be a good example of the frequent confusion between the
historical views held by us with those held by the contemporaries of the event-or,
for that matter, by an ancient poet or historian."0 I do not mean to say that Hiller's
interpretation is not arguable in itself; I only assert that-as the first epigram preThe wording does not suit a battle outside Athenian territory, whether it be Thermopylae
(even if an Athenian contingent had been there) or Plataea. There is no need for a refutation
of the old thesis of Bormann who referred the second epigram to these two battles. Hiller who
seems to accept it in I.G.2 did not take it seriously either a few years before (Hermes, LIV, 1913,
p. 215) or two years later (2 no. 11). As to Friedlaender, p. 93, note 2 I am not sure that I understand his meaning (see note 29 infra).
28 Hiller3, p. 205 f.; ideM.4,p. 294. Following up his erroneous statement that the second
epigram stood in rasura (see note 24) he explained the alleged sequence Xerxes War, Marathon
War by the rather wild assumption that the second epigram has replaced an older one praising
Themistokles (ideM3, p. 206), and ideM4, p. 294 embellished this assumption by simply stating that
the substitute was "added by Kimon." He has obviously (like many scholars) an exaggerated
notion of Kimon's importance for the development of the Agora, and he disregards the most likely
probability that the monument had been demolished in 480/79 B.C. (see p. 178).
29 Another reason is adumbrated by Maas, p. 234, and Friedlaender, p. 93, note 2. The former
asserts without more ado that " neben 7EtOt TE eine zweite waifengattung gefordert ist," but does
not draw from this assertion the same inference as Hiller. The latter-who does not choose to
commit himself as to the time and subject-matter of the two poems, thinking it even possible that
the second one refers to an earlier event-calls the alternative supplement [v] unsatisfactory
"because of the definite article." I am at a loss to understand this sweeping statement: Wilhelm's
supplement, whether or not it hits the bull's eye-and I think it is perfect as far as the sense is
concerned (see note 23)-shows an easy way out of the dilemma. In any case, it is a question
of supplement, not an argument.
30 Though the case is somewhat different from that envisaged by Wade-Gery, J.H.S., LIII,
1933, p. 71, it seems desirable to refer the reader to his methodologically important remarks.
27
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cedes an epigram admittedly referring to Marathon, and as there is no reasonable
explanation for the rather absurd suggestion that some time after Plataea some one
added to an epigram on Salamis and Plataea another one praising the men of
Marathon-we have to take the poem as it stands, inferring from its wording the
view held by contemporary Athens about the importance of their unaided victory:
the Athenians, in fact, believed that by this victory they had saved not only their own
city alone, but the liberty of Greece proper from the common enemy who already held
in bondage the G-reeksin Asia Minor. We need not discuss whether this point of
view was right, or was not, a purely Athenian conceit overestimating their heroic deed:
that is a historical question pure and simple. What matters to us is that the first
epigram shows the Athenians of 490 B.C. holding an opinion which is repeatedly,
though not explicitly, expressed by Herodotus as to the true aim of the expedition of
Darius.3' This statement will become even more important later on, because it may
furnish an explanation for the much more curious fact that there are two epigrams
on the stone and that the second one was added when the base was already in situ.32
Having made sure that both epigrams relate to the Persian expedition of 490 B.C.,
we can at once take a further step and state the second fact: both epigrams refer
not only to the same series of events, they plainly refer to one and the same event,
viz., the battle of Marathon. The suggestion of Paul Maas-espoused by Arvanitopulos and Raubitschek-that the second epigram should be connected with the
second position which according to Herodotus 3 the Athenians took up at the Herakleion in Kynosarges after their victory in the plain of Marathon, does not seem to
be admissible.34 The negative reason: it does not explain why the second epigram
was-added later. The positive reason (which in my opinion clinches the matter): the
which is chosen not to
suggestion rests on a wrong interpretation of 1TpO'-OE 7ivXA5v,
33 VI, 116.
See p. 177.
Herodotus, VI, 48 f., 94.
It is in my opinion sheer prejudice when Maas asserts " da zwischen acdyjXv cTT-rYcav und
abhangen k6nnte, muss
KXwva4Evot kein raum fuir einen zweiten indikativ bleibt, von dem KXLva4uEvot
die handlung, die o-ri?av bezeichnet, zeitlich der des x?dvao(Oat 8vaFuv folgen." Kirchhoff had supplied raworav in the third line; A. Wilhelm had accepted this supplement; Peek had proposed
and Wade-Gery now suggests ovc e7rcapcfcv. If Maas proposes another supplement in
pvarVTro,
which he himself does not believe, he seems to be moving in a vicious circle. His further suggestion
that the Athenians had erected a victory monument also in the Kynosarges does not seem convincing. If this had been so, the second epigram would have been engraved on the second monument.
But as, according to Herodotus, there was no fight and no victory at the site of the second Athenian
position, and as there had been only one battle in the Marathonian plain, there was not the least
reason for a second victory monument, let alone the fact that the " first " one was either in the
Agora or on the Akropolis and would have covered the military actions from beginning to the end.
I therefore do not think it necessary to demolish the elaborate structure which Raubitschek erected
on the precarious base of Maas' supplement of the second epigram. The assumption that the
passage in the Wasps (see note 37) " contains a description of the events in Phaleron as well as a
description of the battle at Marathon" (Raubitschek, p. 59, note 4 quoting Crosby, Class. Studies
Capps, p. 75) seems to me to be extremely doubtful.
*3
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indicate a position near the city, but obviously to honour the men who did not cower
behind their walls awaiting the attack of the enemy, but boldly sallied forth to give
battle in the open field-how near to or how far from the city is a matter of indifference.35 What mattered at that time was the fact that the Athenians did not
repeat the mistake of the Eretrians, as the Persians had expected them to do; 36 and
the poet in praising their heroic resolve is surely in touch with contemporary feeling.37
I submit that we are justified in using our imagination to explain a topical poem:
we are even bound to try to enter into the feelings of the people when they saw the
whole manhood of their town marching out to meet the enemy; they well knew what
was at stake for them. The contemporary feeling is preserved in Herodotus, VI, 112
&
nVrcTwaV
who was perhaps no scholar but a real historian: irpcxroolv yyap tEXX-v`v
TE M7q&K7v
Es 1ZToXE/LLoVg
EXp7)ravTo, pTrpurot 8E aVEO-XOVTO ECTrtl
ro
Kai TOVg a'vopas TraVTnqv
OPCOVTEJE
E'077OIEvoVs TrE'a 8E iv TOlo-l 'EXXIq01 KaitTroov'vopLa

TWJ)VT7)1EV9 ?81LEV 3p60.,L

MW8&OV
068309 aKov'oa-.

The third and fourth facts concerning the character of the monument and its
position are intimately connected, and the latter is fairly simple, though obscured by
modern discussion. The epigrams, though they do not expressly say so (nor do we
expect them to, since their site indicated it) must have belonged to a publicly erected
See also Wilhelm2 who discusses the alternatives, while Oliver4, p. 484 " does not feel that
the poet's words must be taken literally" (cf. p. 174). 'AyXtaXovmust be connected with aoirv;
the hyperbaton does not contradict this connexion while the connexion with 7m-kw in the preceding
line is methodologically and stylistically out of the question. The epithet is a poetical one and hardly
surprising, as Athens (compared with Thebes or Sparta) is a coastal town (see, e.g., Xenophon,
Hell., VII, 1, 1 ff.), even if not founded 4'r'avroLvro'- at'yaAoZs. The whole of Attica was regarded
and its name etymologized as aKflr. In any case, the notion is vivid and as near to the facts as all
expressions in these poems (see below, pp. 184 f.). I submit that the poet has chosen it from the
viewpoint of the Athenians as well as from that of the Persian generals, for both of whom the town
needs no justification, but
was near enough to the coast to be attacked from the sea. lIpo'or-e 7rvX('Ov
on account of an objection made in the discussion I refer to II., M, 143 aviTap EIrEl 87j rTEXOs e7rEfolu"

p,vovv evo'troav/ Tp6oag, ara?p Aavai'v yevero tax-q re

re,/EK
TE,,8o0s

8'e

r

a3tavre 7rvXa6v

irpo'aOc ,/aXe`?01v.

There may well be " a collateral notion of defence " here (and one may also find it in the epigram,
though I do not believe that the poet thought of it); but again it does not matter how far from
the gates they fought. In any case, they fought " outside the gates " for the protection of the walls
or rather the camp, as they fought at Marathon for the protection of the town.
36 Herodotus, VI, 101, 2; 102.
37The feeling behind these words may be gauged from the second Potidaea epigram (I.G., I2,
/T
7rtrrora'rTv Z7r(8' WGevro /3fov, as the temper
945) E'x0pov8' ot t'v EXovrt Taoov jdpos, oL 8? 4vyo'vro/retXov
of the men shines forth from the manner of their attack, as described by Herodotus (VI, 112)
roA
Wrp

yap

?EXX7vv
Xw

7ravrTw

TCV 7y'Elv 't8jueV8po',wp es 7roXEtdov3 ExpqoTavTo.

This and what follows is

what the Athenians told Herodotus: they certainly had not forgotten the battle. The manner in
which Wasps, 1071 ff. describe it, though the wording is obviously determined by the masks of the
chorus, reminds us of the second epigram (which Aristophanes did not know) not only in v. 1078/9
and perhaps in the contrast
Ti'V 7ro'AtVKat 7mp7roX6uiv
8a3p/apo' / T9) KacLrV9) r6'Ocv Oracav
27V&K -AG'
intense local feeling of the
the
in
Cbut
also
TOJV
ro
VV
aor78t
8Opt'
Yv
CK8paJOVrTE
TO$eV,ITavV,
description.
o
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monument; for the site was, as we infer from the places where the fragments were
found, either the Agora or the Akropolis. The opposition of Oliver rests exclusively
on his conviction that the monument was a cenotaph and that consequently it must
have its place in the Kerameikos."8But before proceeding to discuss the question
of its character (which forms our third problem) we must turn for a moment to
the text.
2.
As I have given a very full apparatus criticus, discussing the most important
supplements in notes 23, 29, 34, and as (I am sorry to say) I myself have no new
supplements or suggestions to offer, I can be quite short here, confining myself to
the third line of the first epigram.3 Against the really brilliant proposal of Wilhelm
Eo-xov yap VrO'to 7r1')[Va'XKqOV 'Ao-tiog tiriro] v, where the appearance of the Persian
cavalry, so much talked about in ancient sources and modern histories, perfectly
explains the obvious stress laid on we-oi (as in II ro6o40p0Jvgives a perfect contrast
to the equally stressed a1Xp,uqvaqor av40), the alternatives cut a rather sorry figure.
Hiller's ireCot'TE [KaF WKV'ropaV Eirft vnw6]v,taken from the Eurymedon epigram, falls
to the ground as soon as the relation of the first epigram to the battle of Marathon
is established: there were no Athenian ships at Marathon. Nor was there Athenian
cavalry. I believe that we can dismiss the supplementof Maas TE;O&TE [KaL COKV1fT0&OV
&r irXw] v 4' with the simple quotation of Herodotus, VI, 112, 2 ot 8&lelpo-at6pVTES
38

Cf. Oliver3, pp. 225, 228. His alternative idem2, p. 199, "on the Akropolis or in the public
cemetery," comes rather as a surprise. Oliver is followed by Bowra, Raubitschek, and Arvanitopulos.
The last named professes a most accurate knowledge of the site of the monument on the strength
of his wrong interpretation of Pausanias, I, 29, 3-4: lltaavs J&Ev abro' TJatvaravtasi,JTX.
89 As to the first distich of the second epigram it is distressing to see how Maas, after having
found the same (and almost certainly right) supplement as Wilhelm-Asa4[avwros '4 cpac' Ov,b ']tries to overthrow it by all sorts of fine distinctions and subtle arguments, as, e.g., " statt des
temporalsatzes erwartet man einen relativsatz: der dauernde charakter der kimpfer, nicht ihr
seelischer zustand wahrend einer tat soll gepriesen werden." The relative clause is frequent enough
(cf. note 67) ; but this is no reason to dictate to the poet of 490 B.c. He as yet does not know the
hackneyed phrasing of later epigrams, but expresses what he and his contemporaries felt when
seeing the men marching out after the decision had been taken to meet the enemy in the open (see
above, pp. 166 f.). As to the whole distich it seems sufficient to quote the opinion of M. N. Tod,
J.H.S., LVII, p. 175, " the suggested alternatives are inadmissible." For v. 7 the right restoration
has perhaps not yet been found.
40 Wilhelm put an interrogation mark to ro$o4o'pow,but it is one of the two distinctive
epithets
for the Persians everywhere. For the r7ojAaXot-see note 42; for To$oqO'pot, e.g., the dedication of
the Corinthian courtezans Hiller, 29, the perhaps genuine Eurymedon epitaph Anth. Pal., VII, 258
(Hiller, 42) with the opposite atxv,,rradfor the Athenians, the Hellenistic (?) poem Anth. Pal.,
VII, 443 (Simonid. 116 Diehl) also for the Eurymedon.
41 lI)Xot in an epigram and for cavalry horses is rather surprising, but L'=O&
would not scan.
The parallels adduced by Maas-and there are many more after Iliad, B 382 ff., and 554: Koor1hrqsra&
L7rOVS TE Kat avepas acTAw'rTas-all
have trot, and this is the word one expects, if it were necessary
to understand TE as rE.
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3.
So far our course has been fairly clear; now we get into troubled waters. The
problem of the nature of the epigrams and of the monument which they adorned
(both questions are again intimately connected) is a very intricate one, though Oliver
himself is so sure of the facts of the case that he entitles his commentary " An
Epigram of Simonides " and begins it without more ado with the following words:
" The stone is the fragment of a cenotaph, erected at Athens, to commemorate the
men who had fallen in the battle of Marathon." From the title it clearly appears that
his starting-point is the story in the Vita of Aeschylus mentioned above, and in the
course of the interpretation it becomes abundantly clear that his second argument for
determining " the true character of the monument," is the use of the demonstrative
pronoun in both epigrams, which in his opinion demands a list of names accompanying
the epigrams.43 The provenance of the stone 44 of course tells against this, though
Oliver is entitled to reply that " the fragments were easily transportable." We shall
soon see what are the real objections to this main thesis dominating Oliver's whole
interpretation which makes him insensitive to any other idea and impatient of any
supplement which does not seem to fit it, or rather to the whole question of supplements. Against him Wilhelm2 carefully argued the old communis opinio, and Maas
stated it with his usual laconism, adducing what he too calls " the verbatim agreement " of II 1 with the beginning of the Eion epigram: " Therefore," he concludes,
"both epigrams belong to monuments which were erected in the Agora in honour
of surviving victors." As in the second part of this paper I shall have to deal at
length with the hypothesis of a close relation between the Marathon and the Eion
epigrams, it may be sufficient for the moment to state bluntly that the alleged relation
Wickert concludes his rather bewildering array of suggestions and possibilities with this compromise: " accordingly on the one hand the ctnmunis opinio (viz., that the Athenians in 490 B.C.
had no regular cavalry) remains valid, on the other hand and from the stand-point of the historian
there may be no objection [my italics] to the supplement proposed by Maas." But if the communis
opinio is right, the supplement is wrong-there is no half-way house. After Busolt-Swoboda
Staatskunde, p. 824, note 1, and Kromeyer-Veith, Heerwvesen (1928), pp. 42, 45, I need not probe
deeper into the factual question. Sufficient to say that wherever in the Persian Wars horsemen
are mentioned the Persian cavalry is meant. Besides Herodotus I shall quote just one epigramM8CIowv avSp6v
re Kat (0Kv7r0&t)Y af9'vos t'7r7rov/M
Simonides 120 D on Thermopylae: 7rXEcrrmv rot'Vw
8iea,uevot 7roX4pm. That holds good also for the popular belief of the inhabitants of the Marathonian
plain who heard ava 7raaav VVKra Kai 1f7r7WV XPlIJTLOVV Kat av8piv ,aXo,i'vwv at the Soros (Pausanias,
I, 32, 4).
43 Oliver1, p. 487; ideM2,pp. 194 f.; idem3, p. 232.
42

44

See notes 24, 38.
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does not exist, that there is no verbatim agreement, and that in any case words of
praise like 7v a'pa rTot-' adaLavro3 EVL fpEoTt Ovi,6sor-Xva'pa KacKEvot racXaKap8tOtsuit
the fallen heroes as well as, if not better than, the surviving victors. As Oliver has
given no proof for his opinion and as his critics seem to use a wrong argument, the
question must be taken up de integro.
To begin with a purely negative statement: there is no certain conclusion to be
drawn from the text of the epigrams such as it is (I shall have to come back to this),
nor from the position of the monument in the Agora which, though probable, is not
certain, nor finally (and here I feel my own insufficiencekeenly) from the supposed
form of the monument to which the slab or block (which is all we have and which
may have been a base, for it is broken away at the back) belonged. Leo Weber 4 who
did not trouble much about the archaeological side called it " remains of a herm from
the Agora," and regarded this Herm as part of a row of Herms on a common base.
commemorating the great victories of Marathon, Salamis, Plataea, Eion-evolving
in fact a sort of Berlin Siegesallee in ancient Athens from the Eion Herms, which are
the only victory Herms in the Agora of which we or ancient tradition know.46 The
idea of a Herm has been taken up by Wilhelm,47but opposed by Oliver 48 who declares
Wilhelm's reconstruction to be " impossible, because it contradicts the archaeological
evidence." He himself-acting consistently from his starting-point, the " cenotaph,"
and comparing the Pythagoras monument in the Eridanos cemetery near the Dipylon 49-postulates " a marble stele, inscribed with the names of the fallen, set in a
marble base." He sharply rejected 50 also the extension of his theory made by
Raubitschekwho on the strength of a" faint cutting on the upper surface of the base "
(which in his opinion can only belong to the second epigram) postulated a second
Philol., LXXIV, 1917, pp. 274, 278 ff.; LXXVI, 1920, pp. 60 if.
The reconstruction falls to the ground as soon as one severs the tie between the Marathon
and the Eion Epigrams. But there are other objections: the Marathon monument was most probably
destroyed in 480/79 B.C. (see p. 178); and the setting up of Kimon's Herms was a special and
even a unique case (see Part II). The tradition about them expressly excludes other victory Herms;
for Aischines goes on speaking of Miltiades in connexion with the picture in the Stoa Poikile, and
Plutarch knows of a demand for a victory crown (OaAXovarf'oavos) which was defeated in the
Assembly where Sophanes of Dekelea spoke against it. Of course this anecdote is valueless, but
one thing emerges clearly: nobody knew of other victory Herms, and those for Salamis, Plataea,
and later battles could not have disappeared completely. Weber's whole argumentation is quite
fanciful, a qualified and perhaps less harmful (if less brilliant) re'chauffee of Domaszewski's thesis
concerning the Kimon Herms. The suggestion of Wilhelm2, pp. 107 f., that the Marathon epigrams
were Orypauara EvroZt 'EpuaZ' is arguable (see Part II), but an appeal to Demosthenes, XX, 112
45
46

aAx'&ya7r7ywrs
srtyp4awros

does not help: the
sv wroZEpMaZs&'rvxov

orator is simply generalizingthe

one known case of Kimon and his colleagues.
47 Wilhelm2, pp. 102 ff.
48
Oliver3, pp. 225 if.
49 I.G., 12, 1034 from the middle of the fifth century. There is one obvious difference between
the two monuments: the Pythagoras monument is a private one, though the epitaph emphasizes
that the Demos by decree permitted the burial and gave the site for the grave.
50 Oliver4.
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smaller stele for the names of the men who fell when the Persians tried to disembark
at Phaleron. As Raubitschek inferred this "fight in Phaleron " from the second
epigram, and as the inference is quite obviously wrong,5' the archaeological inference
from the alleged faint cutting must needs be wrong too. So we shall not trouble here
whether there was a cutting, and if there was, whether it would help us to form an
idea of the monument.52
Whatever the nature of the monument was,53 it does not help with the interpretation of the epigrams nor, conversely, do the epigrams help us to reconstruct the
monument.54This result is somewhat discouraging, and perhaps the reader will find
me still more discouraging when I go on to make another seemingly negative point,
which nevertheless is important, as it clears the air and brings us directly to the true
problem of the monument. If we cannot say as yet with any assurance what the
monument was, we can at least say quite definitely what it was not: it was not a
cenotaph. The opinion of Oliver is wrong; and in refuting it one need scarcely touch
on the general question of the creation and use of the public cemetery in the
Kerameikos.55 Nevertheless, in disproving it we had better distinguish the stylistic,
so to speak, from the factual side of the question.
1) As far as the preservation of the epigrams allows us to judge their character,
See above, pp. 166 f.
Oliver4, p. 483, " my own re-examination confirms the existence of the cutting, although it
neither proves nor disproves its connection with the ancient form of the monument."
53 If it was not a grave (we shall come back to this question) it must have been a public
dedication. Its dedicatory inscription I will not try to reconstruct, but it was probably in prose and
cast into a form which made it evident to whom r(tVS and roja& refer. The Pythagoras monument
has a prose inscription, even if it consists only of the name pure and simple which was inscribed
in large letters on the upper part of the stele, while the epigram is engraved on the base. With
it clearly indicates that the monument stands on the site of the
vcaS' 'AO'qvalot llv0ayo'p-qv 4'EOoav
tomb of the man named; the Marathon epigrams do not. One might try to develop a prose inscription
for the Marathon monument from the contemporary dedication in Delphi which was restored in
the late second century B.C. 'AO-va[oL 'A7ro'XXVLlvOCJ aKp[o0lvta
'ns MapaOrov&txa'X- a'veff'av] a[ir
M'8wv (?)] (Syll.3, 23; Tod, 14). About the relation between prose and poetical inscriptions on
the same monument see Schwartz Hermes, XXXV, 1900, pp. 121 f.
54 Epigrams which become fully understandable only from the monument or, conversely, epigrams from which we must infer the nature of the monument and (as far as possible) its details
are not rare. Besides ra8Ein the Eion poem (see Part II; Wilhelm2, p. 97; there was no need for
Wade-Gery, J.H.S., LIII, p. 95, note 17, to trouble, and I do not quite understand his opinion),
see, e. g., the dedication of Kallimachos (Hiller, 10 I; supra, note 8), the Harmodios-Aristogeiton
inscription (Friedlaender, pp. 89ff.), the first Potidaea epigram (Wade-Gery, loc. cit., p. 78),
the epitaph of Xanthippe, a descendant of Periandros (Anth. Pal., XIII, 26= Simonid. 86 D;
Wilamowitz, Sappho u. Simonid., p. 216), the Midas monument XaXK^ rapGc'vos GJU (L. Weber,
Hermes, LII, 1917, pp. 536 ff.). I cannot take up the question here.
55 See above, p. 157. Oliver (cf. note 76) did not realize that these questions bear on the problem
of the Marathon epigrams. But even the current opinion (which I think is wrong) now dates the
laying-out of a public burying ground for the men who fell in war to 475 B.C., fifteen years after
the battle of Marathon.
51

52
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they are certainly not epitaphs. Epitaphs, into whatever form they are cast, seldom
(if ever) leave any doubt that they are epitaphs."6As it is neither possible nor necessary for our present object to outline the history of the funeral epigram we may be
satisfied with distinguishing the two main forms of public epitaphs in the fifth century.
The first form puts the obituary into the mouths of the fallen themselves who generally
indicate the place where they fell or where they are buried, either by name-Aipovog
rv
ojct 8E' 74' Iv /E OEyvEv EvIPprov 8-gkocrLa KExvTatin the oldest
E8/,u7)uEV ii'
Athenian epitaph from 506 B.C.; fl ELV' EV'V8pOl/ TOK' Evat'OLEg a'crv Koptv6#ov/ vvv
8' a4E A1'avros vai-'o-o EXELlacatlXc, the Corinthians in 480/79 B.C. `7-or by a simple
and sufficient T38E: 'fl edw' ayyEXXEWv AaKE8atuOviOIS OTCT8E KE EOa."8 In the second
form the burying community speaks in pride ('Av8pEs Tot IroT' 'vatLov v'r KporTabOL
/ X anl TC'v aV'XE&t
9Eo7rta EVPVXOPO9 5"), grief (Toicr8E ITroOE400uE'vovg VTEp
'EEXtK^c0VOs
'EXX8a8o9 hTtia M'8wcov/,r rpiTproXvAoKp6^v EVGV1'O/VcW)V'O6et9 60), or, more generally,
56 This holds good even when, as in the Kerameikos epitaphs, the list of names precedes or
follows, a circumstance which in itself ought to be sufficient to indicate the nature of the monument,
quite apart from the fact that its site is in the public cemetery. Therefore, when an epigram preserved only in literary tradition leaves us in doubt, the presumption is against its funeral character.
This observation ought to weigh very heavily in the interpretation of the Cyprus epigram 'Ed ov
which Ephoros (Diod., XI, 62) explicitly described as the subscription of a votive
y' EZpw'7r-qv
offering for Apollo made from the booty. Modern opinion is divided, though most scholars from
K. W. Krueger (Hist.-philol. Studien, I [1836], pp. 64 ff.) to Friedlaender, pp. 102 ff., regard it
as an epitaph. The majority vote is founded exclusively on the ogSe which, significantly enough,
stands in the beginning of the fifth line and the second part of the poem. That does not justify
the use which Domaszewski made of the second part, but it goes a long way to explain it, as it
explains the criticism of Ed. Schwartz, Hernes, XXXV, 1900, pp. 117 ff., and the reserve of
Wilamowitz, Hellenist. Dichtung, I (1924), p. 127, note 4. There is, in fact, " no comparable poem
on a public monument " (as Wilamowitz has it)-if we decline to compare it with its unpretentious
prototype, the Marathon epigram.
5 See further, e.g., the epigram 'AK/xa& cTTaKVLcaV on the "cenotaph " for all (?) Corinthians
who fell in the Xerxes war (Geifcken, 108; Hiller, 22), which in my opinion was erected after war
broke out between Athens and Corinth in 461 B.C. (the epigram with its alleged expansion in
Aristides, Or., XLIX, 66 needs a new treatment). The similar monument for the Megarians,
Hiller, 30 (see Wade-Gery, J.H.S., LIII, pp. 95 ff.; Friedlaender, p. 120, note 1), may belong in
the same time, but is perhaps even later; see also the Athenian epitaph Anth. Pal., VII, 253 (cf.
note 11).
58 Cf. also, though they are no epitaphs, MvptaSo-trOTE Tn-& for all Peloponnesians who fought
at Thermopylae, Herodotus, VII, 228, 1 (Geffcken, 106; Hiller, 15; cf. Wade-Gery, loc. cit., p. 72)
and the Athenian l1avro8a7rwv av8pwv yEveasat Artemision (see note 3).
59Steph. Byz., s. v. ?OcaraEa(Hiller, 19), which Friedlaender, p. 94 f., regards as complete.
That may well be, though in other respects I have grave doubts about his treatment of the distich.
60 Strabo, IX, 4, 2 (Hiller, 18). IloGeZis the conjecture of Meineke for 7rre' in the Mss. which
Friedlaender, pp. 95 ff., tries to defend. The case (and Friedlaender's treatment of it) is in some
respects similar to that of Hiller, 19 (note 59). I cannot take up the question here: from the time
is the solemn word for the feeling of the survivors, whether a whole community
of Kallinos 1 7roOdtv
or a private person, about the men fallen in battle, but the change proposed by Meineke is not an
easy one, nor is it easy to find the substance for a whole (missing) distich. Perhaps I had better
have quoted in the text the third Potidaea epigram, 'AvSpas ev iro'Atsj8c vo6o& Kat &~[woS 'Ept9ovi3].
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in praise (O8E ,Tap'Eivpv,uE'ovra
nTor'ayXaov cwXeAcav
w/3rjv 61). Less formal are the
first two epitaphs for the men of Potidaea: 'A0dvaro'vuE Oa [vovio-i voXatz o-'rlk
avEOI7Kav]
and AW?)p /i'iEvvXajv vIEoOEgaro,
o-a4rou[ara 8E xOJwv]. One may call this a third
form: the development is obvious, and the comparison with what perhaps was the
prototype, Simonides' private epitaph MvA=a 48OE KXAEwOIO MEyLor'Ta KTA., is interesting.62 In the second form the demonstrative o8e furnishes the usual and natural
reference to the occupants of the tomb;` and this seems to have been the regular
though not the only form for the public epitaphs in the Kerameikos, because here the
list of the fallen is the prior and the essential feature, while a poetical epitaph is an
extra which is not indispensable,though in course of time it becomes more and more
frequent.6"From the use of otE we can often infer that a list preceded or followed,
but the inference is never quite certain, and in any case the observation that in the
Kerameikos and elsewhere o8E often refers to a list does not permit of a simple
inversion: the use of the demonstrative is never proof of the existence of a list on
the same monument; 65 there remains always the alternative that the demonstrative
refers either to the epigram itself or to the dedicatory prose inscription on the monument.66The former appears to be the case in the Marathon inscriptions where in the
second epigram the reference to the ToZOr8E
sentence is preserved in the temporal clause
61 Anth. Pal., VII, 258 (Hiller, 42).
See also Euripides in Plutarch, Nik., 17, ot& :4paKoprcova
Hiller, 47, and
(Geffcken, 117; Hiller, 55). For a special body of men see, e.g., Xaipere alptcarTne
for an individual, Simonides in Herodotus, VII, 228, 3, Mvixa T0o' KXEWvo-o
MEyVrTIa.
62 As, on the other hand, is the comparison with the inscription on the votive offering
of the younger Peisistratos in Thucydides, VI, 54, 6 (I.G., J2, 761), which perhaps should now be
v TEe'vet.
I7rrtov v-O'T,/ OIxev 'Aro'XXAvosllvio
dated in 522/1 B.c.: Mvrima ro'S' a'pxqdT lLcataTpaTO,
See also the Herms of Hipparchos (Hiller, 6), and for the other form the dedication of Megakles
on the Ptoion 41ot/ov uEyvel' ayaXpta (Hiller, 4) and KaXXt1auXoT/' a'vE'7#ev (Hiller, 10 I).
ocOtjCGVovT
63 See, e.g., the Locrian epitaph at Thermopylae, Tova8& 7roOerC
(note 60), and Tzv8e
St' avOprwv a3perrv for Tegea (Hiller, 39). By its very nature the demonstrative usually stands at
the beginning of the epitaph (see, e.g., the Eurymedon, Hellespont, and Chaeronea epigrams, Hiller,
42, 52, 73, the first one being the prototype), as it does also in the inscription of the votive offering
of the Corinthian courtezans A78' {nrfp 'EkaXvwv (Hiller, 29).
64 Pausanias, I, 29, 4, in the description of the Kerameikos correctly mentions only the OrirXat

rov 8irtov bKacrrov Xt'yovuat (more accurately I, 32, 3, for the Soros, crrXcat Ta ovoyaTa
KaTa 4vAXa\ EKaYTUTV
fxovrat), which were on all graves, though he knows and quotes
'Tv a7ro0avOGVTWV

7-a ovolaTa Kat

epitaphs for some of them. The casualty list at the Soros was probably the first Athenian list of
this kind (cf. pp. 176 f.). There seems to exist a presumption (perhaps derived from the private
grave, which, of course, always gave the name of the man buried in it) that the list was a regular
feature of the public grave always and everywhere. That is not so. It is a regular feature at Athens
after 464 B.C. But there was apparently no list on the grave of the Corinthians in Salamis (Hiller,
20), and I believe there was none for the Spartans at Thermopylae (against Wilamowitz, Sappho
und Simonid., p. 201, note 1). There is no ot'& in these two epitaphs, nor is there in the Thespian
epitaph (Hiller, 19) or on the " cenotaphs " of the Corinthians and Megarians who died in the
Xerxes War (Hiller, 22, 30; cf. note 57).
f65For the Cyprus epigram, where o8E begins the second part of the poem, see note 56.
" See pp. 171, 177 and for the inference from the epigram to the monument note 54.
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beginning with oe, and where in the first Wilhelm supplied a perfectly suitable relative clause to the r63v8Esentencewith Ilepwoiv o' o-ropeo-av &iva,u.47 Whether the
second element is also present, viz., a prose dedication giving the name of the battle
or rather of the enemy, we are not now able to decide."8This being so the choice lies
between an epitaph in praise of the fallen, or an epigram in praise of the survivors,
or better, of the men that fought at Marathon,"9and can be decided only from the text.
In the text, miserably lacerated as it is, there is not one word which points to an
epitaph, and only Bowra (who evidently recognized how much dependedon this fact)
has proposeda supplementwhich makes an epitaph out of the praise of the combatants.
If Oliver regarded the monument as a cenotaph, it was up to him to find such supplements.70It does not help to make light of those given by Wilhelm and others, declaring
them to be " mere possibilities," which they certainly are. It is a mistake of method
to claim this undeniable fact as proof for his thesis; 71 and it is wrong, in face of the
constant and indispensablefeatures of an epitaph, to declare that in Wilhelm's supplements, if right, there was " nothing incompatible with his own thesis." He himself
is appairentlynot happy about this and other objections, since finally he tries to minimize the clear distinction between the two different types of epigram: " I, however,
feel that a poet might not have been so exact as Wilhelm." "2 In my opinion his
position becomes at once untenable if we turn to the factual side of the question,
which we can dispatch in a few words.
2) It is a fact, undeniable and never denied, guaranteed by Thucydides and the
learned author of Pausanias, and for that matter sufficientlyconfirmedby archaeology,
67 Of course, the relative clause is the more frequent one: e.g., epitaph of Megistias (Hiller, 17),
Tegea (Hiller, 39), the knights of 431 (Hiller, 47), the first and the third of the Potidaea epigrams
(Hiller, 53), the monuments for the victors of Eion and the men of Phyle (Hiller, 34, 61). But
the Eurymedon epigram (Hiller, 42) has the participle tapvacptvot M8&V Trooeo'pwv rpotaxots (cf.
Hiller, 52, and the Chaeronea epigram, Hiller, 73), and the second Potidaea epigram has an
independent sentence Iloret8aas 8' &t4iq7r6XasZXvGev(cf. I.G., 12, 943 CaTcEEpaV 8' eVKUactvc 7rarptpa).
There is no canon. As to the use of a temporal oTe in the first Marathon epigram see note 39. No
clause at all is necessary when there is no ot8e (and no list): epitaph of the Corinthians (Hiller, 20)

and generally

in dedicatory

inscriptions:

KaXXtL'kXos 7roXEc/apXos 'AAOqvatWvTOv aywva . . . wptvE

(Hiller, 10, II; ibid., 7-9, 14). Different is the case of the epigram of the Corinthian courtezans
which begins with at8' and was probably followed by a list of names: A18' v7r'p 'EXXav&v. . . ETra@EW
cvxoytvac
68

KV'7rptt

Sataovta oi') yap

. .

.

OCTro

8t' 'A0poS'ra

KrT.

See pp. 171 f., 177.
69 There is no third possibility. It is unthinkable that the survivors praised the slain, which
Oliver3, p. 233, seems to regard as the last expedient (if I understand him rightly). His alternative
seems to be derived from Wade-Gery's explanation of ol8e in the Cyprus epigram.
'OWhere he ought to have tried to do so (Oliver', pp. 487 f.), he turns aside with a reference
to I.G., I2, 943, which really cannot be said " to closely resemble in type " the Marathon epigrams,
and to calculations of the size of the stele and whether it could have accommodated 202 names.
'1 Raubitschek, p. 57, note 1 simply follows suite.
*2 Cf. note 35.
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that the men of Marathon were not buried in the Kerameikos, but, on account of their
surpassing aper4, on the battlefield itself; and we further know from Pausanias 7 that
this grave already had the distinguishing feature of the later Kerameikos gravesorirXat ra& 6v6ara
TwCtva&ioav6vTctV Kara abvX EKa-rcv Exov-at. This grave was
without any doubt contemporary, and the cult of the heroes, performed by the
polemarch, took place at the Soros.4 The custom of burying those who fell in war
in the Kerameikos did not yet exist in 490 B.C.; most probablythere had not even been
single cases of public burial there; 7 and this custom is the conditio sine qua non for
Oliver's whole thesis.76 In 490 B.C. it would have been a singular honour for the fallen
of Marathon if they had been buried in the Kerameikos, or even in the city, as protecting heroes; at that time burial on the battlefield was the customary thing, and the
singuilar honour consisted in the list of names on, and the yearly cult at the grave.
All these facts need no discussion, nor could I give the proofs here. But there is no
need for any sort of proof. For wherever and however the Athenians buried their
heroes, even in an age when the old and simple faith was on the decline, it is inconceivable that they could have buried them at two places at the same time, and called
one of the graves a cenotaph,77while a monument, whether erected at the same time
I, 32, 3 (cf. note 64).
About the calendar date and the connexion of the cult at the Soros with the general festival
of the Dead see my paper " Patrios Nomos " (J.H.S., LXIV, 1945). It seems to be a simple
mistake that Pausanias I, 32, 4 ascribes the cult to " the Marathonians."
75The oldest grave mentioned by Pausanias (I, 29, 7)-'AOrva'aWv o' 7rptvv) YTpard-vac
Taov M-8ov
7rpogAiytvlfras-is generally dated in 487 B.C.
sroX4l1av
76 If Oliver had realized this, he would not have written (Oliver-, p. 488): "Of course there
would have been also in Athens a monument for the dead heroes, and in the stone with the epigram<s> we have now discovered part of it.'' There is no " of course," though Wilamowitz arrived
at the " cenotaphs " in the Kerameikos for the dead of the Xerxes War in the same manner. A
monument at Athens may be extremely probable a priori, but it could not be a cenotaph, and one is
somewhat surprised that Oliver does not use his favorite term here. Accidentally it appears, as
he goes on with the assertion that to this " monument . . . could be attached the worship of the
great dead (Heroenkult) in the usual place [my italics] and . . . on the Akropolis or together with
the other monuments of the public cemetery [it] would constantly hold before the eyes of the
Athenians the memory of those patriots who had given their lives for the city." One is again
surprised and tempted to combine this opinion with the avoidance of the term " cenotaph," that
suddenly the Akropolis turns up as an alternative site (note 38). The hard facts are that the usual
place for the cult of the dead is the grave, and at least on the Akropolis there can be no grave (not
even of Kekrops and Erechtheus, though afterwards their cult-places came to be regarded as such),
and that the Kerameikos was not yet taken into use as a public cemetery.
77 The example adduced by Oliver', p. 488, does not help. If the Corinthians really erected a
" cenotaph " on the Isthmos, they probably did so at a time considerably later than the Xerxes War
(see note 57), and they had good reason for it, as their dead lay in now hostile territory-Salamis
and Plataea. That holds good also for the Megarians. Not to leave any loop-hole: even if there were
several epitaphs for the men who fell at Chaeronea, there is not a shade of probability in Hiller's
suggestion that the one quoted by Demosthenes OLE ira'rpas uev fEKas a</erefpas " was set up in
Chaeronea."
73
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or later on, of course does not clash with a grave of honour, wherever it was situated.
If the Athenians in 490 B.C. wished for a commemorative monument for Marathon
in the town itself, and we now know that they did, a victory monument was indicated,
and for such a monument there was only one form possible in this age-a votive
offering to a god or the gods.
Perhaps it is as well to sum up now, for what remains of our four problems may
be discussed in a sort of appendix. We have got three negative facts two of which
are certain and one as good as certain, and of the two which are certain the second
one will become important for the second part of this paper: (1) the monument to
which the two epigrams belong was not a cenotaph, and the epigrams are not epitaphs; 78 (2) neither the monument nor the epigrams are connected with others of
the same genre: there was no " Siegesallee " in Athens; (3) there was no epitaph
on the Soros at Marathon.79This, by the process of elimination, leaves us with one
positive fact: as the monument in Athens was surely a public one, it was set up to
commemoratethe victory and in praise of the victors.80 We cannot decide, and it does
not matter much, once the Kerameikos as an alternative site is excluded, whether the
" War Memorial " was erected in the Agora or on the Akropolis, where the dedicatory
monument for another important victory, that of 506 B.C., stood. But we can confidently state that the celebration of this battle (which saved, if not the existence, at
least the liberty and autonomy of democratic Athens) is the true precedent for the
steps taken by the State after the battle of Marathon. As far as monuments are concerned " they were threefold for both victories: a public grave for the fallen on the
battlefield, a " War-Memorial " in the centre of the town, and a dedication to the god
There is no " consequently," as the second statement is not logically inferred from the first,
but both are proved independently from each other.
79 For this fact which is in accordance with the almost complete absence of older Athenian
epitaphs mentioned above, p. 158, I do not trust the silence of Pausanias I, 32, 3 (as Oliver', p. 489
does) nor for that matter the silence of Herodotus; but I do trust the reasoning of Oliver and of
his predecessors that, if there had been a poetical epitaph we should find it either in one of the
authors of the fourth century (Lycurgus for choice; see p. 160) or at least in one of the later
collections.
80 It may be worth mentioning already here that the epigrams praise the combatants without
mentioning the yE 'veg, polemarch, or strategoi. This is an important difference from the Eion
poem which seems to be unique in this respect. Consequently it would be imprudent to look for a
special reason-jealousy between the )yEuovEs.Jealousies there certainly were: the posthumous
epigram on the votive offering of Kallimachos seems to me to imply them clearly enough (see
note 8). Miltiades regarded the battle as his victory, and his son seems to have tried his utmost
to make the State acknowledge this claim. I have not much doubt that it was his influence which
got Miltiades a place alongside the polemarch in the great battle-piece in the Stoa Poikile (Pausanias,
I, 15, 3).
81 That is leaving out of account all things not immediately referring to the battle, such as the
annual sacrifice to Artemis, the introduction of a cult of Pan, and, of course, later commemorative
monuments, as, e.g., the picture in the Stoa Poikile.
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in Delphi.82 In the execution of the first two monuments there are some differences
which, though not vital, are nevertheless important, as they clearly show that the victory
at Marathon had impressedpublic feeling even more than the victory at the Euriposa fact which will surprise nobody. In 506 B.C. for the first time the Athenians gave their
fallen a public burial, of course on the battlefield, but with an epitaph praising their
valour; 83 in 490 B.C. a new device was found to honour the fallen-a stele listing their
names and a yearly cult-ceremonyat the tomb, the former enabling (so to speak) the
ritual performanceof the cult which demandeda knowledge of the names of the heroes.
There was no poetical epitaph this time: it had not yet become a custom, and the list
of names seemed sufficient, as it certainly was the greater honour. The monument
in the town shows a similar increase in the appreciation of the martial exploit: in
506 B.C. it took the usual form of a votive offering with an epigram commemorating
its reason; in 490 B.C. also a votive offering was made which was apparently more
modest and less costly as the war probably had not yielded great booty. We cannot
guess its nature, and therefore I have used the convenient term War Memorial: but
it can hardly be doubted that it bore a dedicatory inscription which must have contained the name of the dedicating community and the reason for the offering. It is a
grievous gap in our knowledge, the only one which really matters, that we do not
know in what form the dedication had been cast. In any case, in 490 B.C. the praise
of the men to whose valour the dedication was due, was detached from the dedicatory
inscription, made independent of it, and therefore much more impressive. The only
curious fact is that the praise was expressed not by one epigram but by two, and (even
more curious) that the second one was inscribed somewhat later when the base was
already in situ.84 Perhaps this curious fact allows of a rather simple explanation.
There is an obvious difference in the point of view taken by the two epigrams-the
first and earlier one estimating the consequenceof the valour of the Athenians for the
whole of Greece,85the second and later one putting Athens in the foreground and stressing the fact that by this valour the town itself was saved from destruction. It appears
at least arguable that the general view taken by the (first?) poet did not satisfy public
feeling and raised adverse comment on a poem which seemingly had forgotten the
It is outside my province to try to date the Athenian Treasury at Delphi which Pausanias,
yov- Aanrt8t. From the historical stand-point
rw'v Ec MapaOGva ac7ro/3avTvv
I am convinced that the date given by Wilamowitz, Ar. u. Ath., II, pp. 287 f. is the right one. For
the archaeological question see Langlotz Zur Zeitbestimmung, etc. (1920), pp. 69 f., quoting
Studniczka, Jahrb., XI, 1896, p. 265.
83 See above, pp. 159 f.
84 See p. 164. This is an obvious difference from the three Potidaea epigrams, the two
(? see note 77) for the dead of Chaeronea, and possibly also the epigrams at Tegea (I.G., V, 2,
173); this does not favour an explanation founded on these and other parallels.
85 See above, p. 165. It may be worth mentioning that the epigram for the polemarch Kalliv (see note 107). I refrain (not very
MI[8&ov re Kat] cEXXAv
a(r)va
machosalso speaks of TrVo~vct
willingly) from speculations on the party constellation in Athens at the time of the battle.
82

X, 11, 5 asserts was built a7ro'
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main point, the saving of Athens from the fate of Eretria. There may even have been
some political antagonism against the " Panhellenic " view-point of the first epigram.
In any case, the authorities compliedwith public feeling and caused the second epigram
to be inscribed subsequently.86
The fate of the two monuments for the Euripos and the Marathon victories was
different, though apparently both were more or less damaged in the sack of Athens.
The Euripos monument was restored probably in 445 B.C., when Perikles, in connection with the buildings on the Akropolis, wished to commemorate his own subjugation of Chalkis and other recalcitrant Euboean cities; 87 the Marathon monument
was not restored, as we infer from the fact that its epigrams were unknown to the
antiquarians 88 who in the fourth century began to collect 'Eirypac4qLara 'ArrtKa,to use
the title of one of Philochoros' antiquarian books. That is not surprising, for restorations of public monuments, as opposed to buildings, were apparently the exception,
not the rule. Moreover, in spite of the pride the Athenians always took in their
achievement at Marathon, it may well be that for the moment the older victory was
overshadowed by the glorious exploits of the Great War, though very soon political
antagonism and the growing hostility in conservative circles against the Themistoclean
naval policy found pleasure in reminding the people of the feat of the Mapa0VowaoXat.
Even some personal jealousy may have come into play, though I am not inclined to
86 This is, of course, meant only as an attempt to explain reasonably the external facts which
are not disputed, as well as the reasons which made the authorities accede to the demand of a second
epigram. I do not regard Hiller's suggestion (note 28) as reasonable, and I hope that nobody will
suggest that the partisans of the vanquished competitor engraved the second epigram secretly by
night and without due authority; neither Boule nor Assembly would have overlooked an act which
amounted to a sacrilege. My explanation is not very different from the one given by Oliver', p. 493;
but it is not saddled with a belief in the story about a competition between Simonides and Aeschylus.
Consequently I do not speak with the confidence of Oliver (see below, pp. 179 ff.), though I disapprove of the somewhat lame scepticism of Peek, pp. 342 f. Wilhelm2 too did not discuss
the authorship question (though, p. 102, he makes it clear that he objects strongly to Oliver's
opinion), and he explicitly refrains from asking after the reason for the addition of a second poem
(p. 107). The theories of Weber, pp. 64 f. (the second epigram added after 480/79 B.C.) and Hiller34
(second epigram added by Kimon after 476/5) will not detain us any more; nor will the theory
of Arvanitopulos who on the strength of his reading TOI%T or TOIh instead of TOII makes
Mapa
E KaL TOVS f'rTcLVTa'
Aeschylus persuade the Athenians va TLrtuaoXtv olrwor
avo aXov%aW
Kat E1 &VTEvEpa Lotpa.
87

Busolt, Gr. G.2, II, p. 443, note 4; Hiller, 51; Tod, 43.
Oliver', pp. 486, 490; idem2, p. 201. This is a convincing reason which almost amounts to a
positive proof, and it disposes of the hypothesis of a republication (note 25). The Lycurgus epigram (note 17) shows no influence of our Marathon epigrams, nor does in my opinion the Tegea
epitaph Anth. Pal., VII, 512 - Simonides 122 D, of still uncertain date, but in any case before
ca. 460 B.C. There is a certain similarity not with the first but with both Marathon epigrams in the
88

8L avOpw'rwv
concept: r avv8E

apETaV

OVX t'KErO Ka7roV

/ aWE'pa &atotvaq

apvXo'pov TEyE'ag.

But there is no

similarity in the wording, and, of course, the Tegea epitaph does not help to define the literary type
of the Marathon epigrams.
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believe in the suggestions brought forward.89 If the restoration had been or had
become a party question, it is hardly plausible to assume that a motion to restore the
Marathon monument could have been defeated in the Assembly. Rather there was
nobody who moved the restoration, because there seemed to be no crying need for it:
the battle was painted in the Stoa Poikile, and the memory of it was kept fresh by the
State cult at the grave in the Marathonian plain, the performance of which followed
(in my opinion at least) closely on the general festival of the Dead on the fifth of
Boedromion,on which day (again in my opinion) the polemarchevery year performed
the ayswv e'r64nOog and offered sacrifices roZ 7ErEXEVr1q7KOCrLV Ev 'rc' IToXE4W.
4.
Now for the " appendix " or our fourth and last problem concerning the authorship of the two epigrams which in my opinion has already lost much of the importance
which Oliver attached to it.90 He again begins with a rash thesis (and I have not much
doubt that it is, in fact, the nucleus of his whole commentary) " fortunately we know
who was the author of the epigram on the men who fell at Marathon: the information
is preserved for us in the Life of Aeschylus "; and he concludes with the assertion
that " in view of all this there exists, if not absolute certainty, at least the greatest
likelihood that we have the epigram of Aeschylus below that of Simonides. The
likelihood is so great that it amounts in our opinion to a demonstration."
To take first things first: the biographer obviously speaks of an epitaph when
If the epigrams are no epitaphs
saying To Elg rov' Ev MapaO0c&vt
rE0vqKoracL
EAXEyECov.9`
89 Oliver2,

p.

201.

90In his editio princeps he devotes as many pages to the discussion of the authorship question
as to the text, the photographs, and all other questions arising from the text taken together. Wilhelm
(note 86) went the opposite way, and, in my opinion, he did right.
91As we cannot very well begin with assuming a confusion of terms in the notice which serves
definitely does not mean " elegy " but
as foundation of Oliver's theory, we must state that ro cAvE/dov
is either a metrical term (for the elegiac distich) or an " epigram "; and if the epigram is engraved
on a tomb (as is the case here) it means " epitaph." There is no need for a circumstantial demonstration nor for a detailed discussion of the evidence or of the later terminology; that would take
up much space without being in any way pertinent. Let us be content with one example: the first
author who signed an epigram with his name-the rather indifferent poet who in 405/4 B.C. wrote
the two distichs for the statue of Lysander at Delphi-did it with the words 'EK '4ov a'ILpvrov
TrE4' XcEydov 'Iwv (Bourguet, Fouilles de Delphes, III, 1, 50; Pomtow, Syll.3, 115; Geffcken, 97;
Hiller, 58; Tod, 95). It was probably the same poet who in the second epigram for the Spartan
{E], which
Z'
'r?
'Ap'Kov
admiral Arakos used the plural [e'vq'at (?) roolj 8' WEyEtot[3
K]pOVK ErEKa
linguistically is also correct. It is definitely wrong (apparently a confusion with what we know of
the greater poems written by Simonides and Aeschylus on single battles of the Persian Wars; see
note 101), when, e.g., Wilamowitz, Sapph. u. .S'imonid.,pp. 143 f. (who renders the notice of the
Vita with " die Athener schrieben nach der schlacht bei Marathon eine konkurrenz um eine elegie
aus ") and W. Schmid, Gr. Lit., I, 1 (1929), p. 509; I, 2 (1934), p. 187 (who states that there is
nothing known from other sources about an " Elegieenagon, der allenfalls bei dem jahresfest fufr
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the story at once loses its point. It is not necessary to discuss the whole question of
Simonides the epigrammatist,92nor to put the same question for Aeschylus; 9 and
it does not seem much use to speak in detail about the style and the language of their
epigrams in view of what we know, or rather of what we do not know, of the two
poets as authors of epigrams and particularly in view of the fact that there is so little
preserved at least of the alleged Simonidean poem, and what is preserved is so colourless that it cannot serve as a foundation for stylistic judgment at all.94 In any case,
as the epigrams praise the valour of the cotnbatants, all of them, whether surviving
or not, we really cannot expect to find in them what the biographer calls rnv EPt s'o
Uv/.'ra1EaE XEVTo TljTa and what Oliver in fact finds here, as "the epigram," in his
opinion, " exhibits the characteristic which the ancients recognized as the particular
Simonidean quality: a deep emotional effect achieved without recourse to pretentious
OtKit'Eo-Oca
a-v/,raL'T7rtK`9." 9 This is the rp63rov
language,-rp) /LEyaXOTpETc'o aXXaA
IEV^8OS
in Oliver's assignation of the two epigrams to, and their distribution between
the two poets. It is the first, and it is the main error: for quite apart from the fact
that we have only one certain Simonidean epigram (the epitaph for Megistias), apart
too from the bad state of preservation of the alleged Simonidean epigram for the men
die gefallenen in Marathon denkbar waire") speak without ado always about an " elegy." Oliver
evades the question by using indiscriminately the two terms " elegy" and " epigram," and Peek,
pp. 342 f. evidently did not grasp it at all. But Bowra, p. 355, rightly says " an epigram."
92 I do not think that Oliver', pp. 491 f. has perceptibly weakened the position of Wilamowitz,
Sapph. u. Simonid., pp. 192 f., which is securely founded on the " iiberlieferungsgeschichte " of the
epigrams. It seems to me that Oliver moves in a sort of vicious circle; his appeal to Geffcken,
Griech. Lit.-Gesch., I (1926), ch. 11 is not justified.
93 Oliver1, p. 493, states that the Marathon epigram " is the only known epigram of the poet,
for Wilamowitz [Aesch. Trag., p. 11] is probably right in declaring the famous epitaph to be in the
spirit but not by the hand of the poet, and the other which has survived under his name in the
Palatine Anthology, can hardly be genuine. The fragment, No. 4 Diehl, may not be from an
epigram of Aeschylus at all." There is some confusion in this statement: F 4 is quoted by Plutarch
without the title of the book; as it is a pentameter it comes from the 'EXEyetat from which Theophrastos quoted F 2 KvavEi4Kat 7rovTo. Oliver apparently thinks of F 2 Anth. Pal., VII, 255,
which Wade-Gery, J.H.S., LIII, p. 75 " would be glad to keep for Aischylos and a real occasion."
I do not see a sufficient reason to athetize it; but to whomsoever it belongs, it is neither an epigram
(Wilamowitz, Diehl, Weber [Hermes, LII, pp. 541 if.]) nor an " epitaph " (Wade-Gery), but a
fragment from an elegy. If there existed any authentic epigrams of Aeschylus, they stood in the
book entitled 'EXEyEat; the title 'E7rnypa4ara in Diehl is not guaranteed by ancient evidence.
94 Oliver1, pp. 490 f. adduces some other reasons which are either wrong or not convincing:
"the word apery appears in the new Simonidean sense " (this is certainly wrong); the similarity in
structure with the epigram on Megistias (which begins with Mv -xa ro'E!); "the concern for .
EXEvOepta . . . and the consciousness of pan-Hellenic unity, which recur so often in the Simonidea"
(cf.pp. 177f.).
95 Oliver1, p. 491, quoting Dionys. Hal., De imit., II, 2, 6. I am not sure whether he is well
advised to change 7ra'qrrtKzW to <av/%>7raOrtKWU. But I am quite sure that Dionysius in comparing
the style of Pindar with the style of Simonides is speaking of the ?p?)voL, not of the later book
entitled 'E7rtypa4ara.
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of Marathon (which is not an epitaph at all), to try to demonstrate the Simonidean
origin of an epigram, let alone its E18o3, from a quality which according to ancient
judgment was the distinctive feature of his dirges does not appear to me to make for
a convincing demonstration. In view of all this it is hardly necessary to discuss at all
the value of the notice in the Vita, which Wilamowitz 96 called " uncontrollable and
strange," while for Oliver " it is " clearly [my italics] a famous old story used to
motivate a later event." I am not inclined to put any trust in it. In the first instance
it is not one story, but two, both used to explain one and the same fact, the Sicilian
journey of Aeschylus. This alone ought to be almost sufficient to stamp the two
explanations as conjectures of a sort of which fourth-century Literary History
furnishes almost innumerable examples-stories meant to explain either an event in
the life of a writer (the fact itself being seldom in dispute), or (even more frequently)
an allusion to some event in his work. The first alternative that Aeschylus left Athens
X0--E'

VEXa

i/fl

YObOKXEl

nobodyseemsto have takenseriously;the secondone that

the competition was in 490 B.C. between him and Simonides is hardly less absurd.
It now comes into favour solely and exclusively because it seems to open a way for
determining the authorship of the epigrams. The assumption that at least the competition between the two poets should be regarded as a historical fact calls for rather
a lot of auxiliary expedients: e.g., as the stone is inscribed with two laudatory rather
than two funeral epigrams and as it is certain that there was no epitaph on the mound
at Marathon,98 we have to assume in the very first place a confusion by the literary
historian who first told the story of the competition; and this assumption is (to say
the least) not plausiblebecause the story in the Vita rests on the theory that the elegiac
distich was originally a funeral metre-versibus impariter iunctis querimoniaprimum,
e. q. s. We have further to assume that the Athenians in 490 B.C. arranged a competition for the best epigram. This assumption is not a priori impossible; for sixty
years later we find three epigrams on the tomb of the Athenians killed at Potidaea,
and M. N. Tod 99made the rather attractive suggestion that these were " perhaps the
prize-winners in a competition." The grave difficulty in the case of the Marathon
epigrams is that the Athenians did not inscribe the poems of three prize-winners, but
(at least at first) only one, and then of course the victorious one: that is what the
stone shows (the epigraphical fact is not disputed), and that is what the story
implies-else, why should Aeschylus leave Athens in dudgeon? In fact, the stone
bears a second epigram which was added later and which (in Oliver's opinion) is that
of the vanquished competitor. If we accede to his explanation that " probably on
reflection the judges decided that the epigram of Aeschylus also deserved to be engraved on the monument, and a few days later sent another stone-cutter to make the
second band," we ask again what becomes of Aeschylus' reason for leaving Athens
96

97

Sapph. u. Simonid., p. 143.
Oliver', p. 489.

98 See p. 176.
Il Greek Hist. Inscr., no. 59.
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after the authorities had given him satisfaction? It is this connexion with an undisputed fact in the Life of Aeschylus which proves the real stumbling block for anybody
who starts from the story in the Life, or for that matter for anybody who tries to
combine the story with what we know about Aeschylus' life. Here, in the opinion of
the present writer, the hypothesis, already discredited by the fact that the epigrams
on the stone are not funeral but laudatory, breaks down a second time and finally.
We have to chose between the facts attested by the stone and the story in the Vita;
for obviously the author of the story did not know of the fact that the epigram of
Aeschylus was also inscribed on the stone, a fact which makes his explanation if not
impossible, at least extremely improbable. I think the choice is no choice: really and
truly, the honour of a fourth-century literary historian is not worth this host of
plausible, improbable, and partly even conflicting assumptions. If at least we could
get rid of the initial confusion between epigram and epitaph which in my opinion at
once discredits the whole story, one might stretch a point and concede an oral tradition
about a contest between Aeschylus and Simonides, perhaps even for the Marathon
epigrams-a tradition which (I should then suggest) belonged primarily to the Life
of Simonides about whom a great numberof stories and anecdotes of every description
were current."'0But as it seems to be impossible to get rid of this confusion because
the whole story is intimately connected with a theory concerning the funeral elegy,
I am afraid the literary historian did not have at his disposal " a famous old story "
orally transmitted which he used in order to explain rather stupidly an event in the
life of Aeschylus; but (judging from his chronological mistake, which stamps the man
as a quite irresponsible scholar, surely not a rarity in the fourth century) he invented
the story on the strength of his knowledge that both Aeschylus and Simonides had
written elegies, real elegies, not epitaphs, about single events of the Persian Wars."'0
100Even then it cannot have been more than a floating anecdote, otherwise the writer of the
Vita would have quoted the two epitaphs (or epigrams for that matter). But obviously he did not
know them, and that is not surprising, as neither the epigrams nor the monument survived the sack
of Athens (see p. 178).
101I must needs be quite brief here, though our tradition bristles with difficulties which would,
I believe, repay closer examination. For Aeschylus (whose 'EXEydat are quoted by Theophrastos)
8r et& V KEpas AIavrTt8aat;Tri v MapafivtL7rapaTc14Eug
Plutarch, Quaest. conv., I, 10, 3, p. 628 D-E, Ka't To
a7roaoGrvat,

raZt

Alorv'Xov t rT'v ,EGoptav

t cAXyd ats

1T4v -axT VKEKVfqV
7rtrTOVIAEVos,T)yWVLUtfJPVOV

eiru/avGs

attests an elegiac poem precisely about the battle of Marathon, though the corruption of its title
is not healed and seems to be incurable. There may have been others, and F 2 Diehl, if it is
Aeschylean at all (note 93), belonged perhaps to a more comprehensive poem about the Xerxes War.
The battle of Salamis he put on the stage. As the prototype for this narrative elegy we may regard
Mimnermos' Ma"xr:ivpvatiMv 7rpos rPy-v rf KC&IAv8ov' (see Jacoby, Hermes, LIII, 1918, pp. 286 if.);
as to the length of the single poems one may think of Solon's Salamis elegy which consisted of a
hundred verses (Plutarch, Solon, 8, 1). For Simonides we may almost speak of a mass production
of such poems, choral as well as elegiac. The three distichs quoted by Plutarch, De Herod. mal., 42,
ypac(4v tUrO'prKCV) about
p. 872 D, probably derive from a narrative elegy (ds raTs7rpaieas &KEWasEAXyELa
the battle of Plataea; the poem did certainly not deal with the Corinthians alone and was most
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I am sorry to have used up so much space for the rejection of an average anecdote
of no value whatever, but, because of the touching faith which sometimes even learned
men and good scholars manifest in regard to the most obvious vagaries of our ancient
colleagues of the pre-scientific age, and further because as yet nobody has taken much
trouble to assess the value of this particular vagary, I thought it necessary to prevent
as far as possible that next year the anecdote crops up again and obstructs the understanding of the two epigrams.
The two epigrams, I need hardly say, are extremely valuable for historical reasons
which I have already tried to explain in passing. I will not enlarge on this, and I will
touch only lightly on a question of principle: is it really necessary that historically
valuable epigrams and official inscriptions on public monuments must needs have been
ordered from famous authors, and must we really go on asking whether Simonides
was at Athens in 490 B.C. or in the next year?102 Nobody,I believe,has tried to find
out who composedthe Eurymedon or the Cyprus epigrams, or others from the warriorgraves in the Kerameikos; nobody has seriously asked who were the authors of the
three Potidaea epigrams two of which are preserved almost intact, and each of which
appears to have a quite distinct character; I venture to assert that nobody would have
tried to identify the authors of the Marathon epigrams if it had not been for that
fourth-century story. If one of the Marathon epigrams had been composed by
Aeschylus we should be justified in assuming that it would have been included in the
book 'EXEYEZLatknown to rheophrastos,"3 and then not only would a scholar of the
fourth or third century certainly have quoted it in the Life, it would further have
gained admission into the collections of epigrams. As this is not the case, both epigrams being completely unknown in Antiquity, we are dependent on the internal evidence of style, if we think it necessary to put the question of authorship at all. There,
too, I cannot agree with Oliver 104 who states that " the evidence of the language on
probably not written for Corinth. There certainly existed others; but I cannot comment here on
'
Ka/43v'oov
a`7J)
LAwp'&X8taXeKo
Kao y- paKarTy
the principal witness, Suidas s. v. :twvi8rs AEwp&7rovp
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the passage W. Schmid, Gesch. d. griech. Lit., I, 1 (1929), p. 509, and Bowra, Greek Lyric Poetry
(1936), pp. 358 ff.
102 See Oliver2, p. 199, who quotes Plutarch, Then., ? 5 (sic) as proof that Simonides " dwelt
in Athens after the battle of Marathon." I cannot find anything in ch. 5 which justifies the inference.
Bowra, p. 355, moves in a vicious circle when he infers from our epigrams that "by 490 B.C.
Simonides was certainly in Athens " (my italics).
103 J quite agree with Wilamowitz, Sapph. u. Sim., pp. 210 f. in one sentence: "oder es war
zusammengefasst wie das fuir die alte zeit sich schickt." I am not
alles unter dem namen 'EXE-yEa
(if they are his) formed a separate book (Suidas, s. v.)
sure that it fits Simonides. His TEwrtypa4qara,
which was certainly not collected by the poet himself, but a good deal later. The comparison with
" Theognis "-who (be it said incidentally) was not an elegist, though the belief that he was is
apparently ineradicable-seems to be rather misleading.
104 Oliver1, p. 492; idem2, p. 200.
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the stone points persuasively in the same direction. In sharp contrast to the simplicity
of Simonidean style, the second elegy offers the elevated phraseology that we have
learned to associate with the great tragic poet and that might be less sympathetically
criticized for an inclination towards bombast." I am at a loss to understand how
anybody can find " the language that [Aeschylus] employed for tragedy " in expressions like aiXurqv -rqo-at, iTpoo0E ITvX&cv, and ayX&aXov rp1jo-at."5 They are partly
poetical words, and the language is meant to be poetical, but they are quite simple,
straightforward, and appropriate. It was Maas who proposed OKVOZEoirc^Xot,av8peg
apt'Ooot3 , and /3acvXacvauwvpequarctmv,not one of which words is in the text and not
one of which seems to me to be a plausible supplement. The new word in the beginning
of the first line 4a8auELvor 4a&aquAeLv, which to Oliver " has a tone at once suggestive
of the luxuriant Aeschylean vocabulary,"is his own creation which met with universal
disapprobationand has at once disappeared from our texts to give place to the much
simpler da&4ag.106 My personal feeling is that nobody who is not prejudiced in favour
of Aeschylus from the outset would find his style in the few words preserved of the
second epigram, nor would anybody dare to find the style of Simonides in the miserable
remains of the first one. As far as they permit of a definite opinion, it is home-grown
wine, not the strong spirit of the tragic poet. Rather the contrary. The main merit
of both poems (always as far as we are able to judge) consists in their being perfectly
simple and direct, in what I should like to tern their matter-of-factness. It appears
in their treatment of the subject-matter which is distinguished by its nearness to the
actual facts and by a great pride in the valour of the Athenian militia. This pride is
nowise exaggerated, its wording might be said to be a simple and clear expression of
the contemporary feeling about the supreme test of the spirit of the poet's countryFor &y,XaAossee note 35. To find in aIxprv arr-o-atthe intimation of a victorious resistance
is almost certainly wrong (so far I agree with Peek, p. 341). It may signify what it usually means
in Homer: " statuo, sisto, colloco," " to set up," arraying men in battle-order (see Ebeling, Lex.
E arracv (coll.
A 298 vrcovs o' 1'7rtaOX
Zcaravu;
Horn., I, p. 603): e.g., B 525 ot ,uv 0wx Wv Stxav
irro
o
roi
KaXovLEvovs);II 199 aviap s
OVS
Xenophon, Inst. Cyri, VI, 3, 25: TEXEvTaLovV ffTX'roL
105

8?)7rrVTasa(A' ryeEyo'vcaat 'AxtAXCv\,Y/YT rav '" ptvag; the same meaning Z 433 Aaov 8c arTaov 7rap' EpVcEov,
ZvGa/Aa'LkLoTTa/
a!tflaroTs C'0r 'ro'Xct. Then a'x 4 ought to be taken metaphorically for a " body of spear'Apyelwv schol.) and Eurip., Heraklid.,
av aix,4 (avv
bearers," as in Pindar, 0, VII, 19, 'Apyci'rXAOe

275, 234w8? 7roXX?v*Ap-qos 'Apyd1wv Aa/3w'v/ rac-yXaXKovai<prjv 8Eipo KTX. But as there are no generals
mentioned, nobody who is arraying the men, it seems much more plausible to take as subject the
and who here are
men themselves who in Athenian epigrams are usually called 7ra-t8e 'SAO?va`Wv
a aI
9 'v,"
and to understand a'x v (in spite of the
6v pw tz
praised as "those who had an
singular) as their weapons, comparing, e.g., Kallinos 1, 9ff., akax Tt tS tr /Ey"Xoq&vaaxo'pcvosxat
23rop/ cXo,as and the Sophoclean passage adduced by Peek (though it stands in a
v7r adn7r18o0aAKL[LOV
lyrical part) Antig., 144 f., KaG' avrotv / 8tKpaTEZ Xoy'Xas aTO7aVTC.
106 Hesiod, Op., 147 axx'a8alaavTore corxov xpaTEpo4opova GvAov. It is the vocabulary of the epos,
tempered by local idioms, which we expect in the epigrams, and particularly in the early ones and
which (I submit) we find in the Marathon epigrams.
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men.107 In unpretentiouslanguage he puts forth what they did and what in his opinion
their deed meant for Greece and Athens. These two epigrams showing vividly, but
in sober language, the contemporary feeling for a great feat of arms and for the
deliverance from a terrible danger, bear the stamp of sincerity and truth. This
o-wpooTVV-7 makes them in my opinion most valuable for assessing the attitude of mind
and the spirit of the men who fought at Marathon, and of Athens itself in 490 B.c.

II. THE EION POEM 108
a) THE

WITNESSES

1) Aischines,Ctes.,183: raavTtvEg,
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o &71uoSg Tag
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crT^crat
XtOwVovg EEpua^L&

orn
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8' 3X70 XEy,
X
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Kcu E&OKEV

8(opEv,

TO EaVTWv , tva

,

[E'V

T)

(rTpaT7)ycov,

4

a rT^v Tv

107 Incidentally it may be worth mentioning that the Athenian poet calls the enemies fllpaaat,
as Aeschylus does-TcSE yev Hepo-v TICv oI opvv v/'EXXSS' dI alac-not because it is an argument
for his authorship but on account of the superstition that really old epigrams always speak of them
as M1VSot(Wilamowitz, Comment. grammat., IV [1889], p. 6), as in fact the epigram for the
polemarch Kallimachos does. It is a great pity that in the first epigram we cannot restore Ilepa'v
with any degree of confidence: this would be a decisive argument against Simonides who used
MiSot in the one certain epigram we have of him (Herodotus, VII, 225
Hiller, 17). I cannot
argue here my opinion that the dedicatory inscription on the altar of Zeus Eleutherios in Plataea
(Plutarch, Aristides, 19; De Herod. inal., 42; Hiller, 26; Simonid., 107 Diehl) originally consisted
of one distichonly: To'v&iroG'"'EXX-qvE
NiK71SKpart [Cpyw 'Ap?os / HeIpoas $EkaoavregXevOeGp
a] 'EXXa
-

KOLVov

/

LSpV'oavroAtO\

o\v

'EXev9eplov. The

words in bracketsderive from the enlarged version

in Anth. Pal., VI, 50 which is ascribed to Simonides. In the dedicatory inscription for Marathon
at Delphi (Syll.3, 23; Tod, 14) one usually supplies [aro ME8]ov, and the enemy is called M-8o&
in the dedicatory epigram in the Artemision (Hiller, 14). Another Athenian epigram Ha?%s
'AGvjvatwvHlepao'v o'TpaTOV 4oAxe'avrES (Anth. Pal., VII, 257; Simonides, 119 D, which Weber,
Philologus, LXXXIV, 1929, pp. 45 f. believes to have stood on the grave at Plataea) is most
probably late and literary (see Preger, 274). But the problem asks for a special treatment.
108 Editions: Bergk, P. L. Gr.4, III (1882),
pp. 518 ff.; Preger, Inscr. Gr. Metr. (1891),
no. 153; Wilamowitz, Griech. Lesebuch3, I, 1 (1903), p. 146, no. 14 (II, 1, p. 104); Hiller von
Gaertringen, I.G., J2 (1924), p. 277, 36 if.; Hist. Griech. Epigramme (1926), no. 34. The epigrams
are not in the collections made by Geffcken and M. N. Tod, nor, of course, in Kaibel and Hoffmann.
Discussed by C. W. Goettling, Ges. Abh., II (1863), pp. 141 ff.; E. A. Richter, Jahrb. f. klass.
Philologie, XCIII, 1866, pp. 30 ff.; E. Rosenberg, ibid., CI, 1874, p. 530; A. Kirchhoff, Hermes,
V, 1871, pp. 48 if.; B. Schmidt, Rh. Mus., XXXVI, 1881, pp. 1 if.; Wilamowitz, Ar. u. Ath., I,
1893, p. 155, note 59; Domaszewski, Sb. Heidelberg, 1914, no. 10, "Die Hermen der Agora zu
Athen"; Leo Weber, Philol., LXXIV (N. F. XXVIII), 1917, pp. 257 ff.; H. T. Wade-Gery,
J.H.S., LIII, 1933, pp. 74 f., 82 f., 93 if.; E. Loewy, Sb. Wien, CCXVI, 1937, no. 4, pp. 25 ff.;
Raubitschek, Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 295.
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OCOVKat EVrErn7o/-0Ev&W IOAcEt

gVVOLS 7rpadyaLua-T
&i7pLvEXEtV.

1-4b (iii) ante I transpos. Goettling, Ed. Richter; 4a-b seclusit A. Weidner.
2 Es wrc8lov
ar 7TeoV (JS 7r. hK1P) Aesch.
3 GWpqKra'rwv
Plut, XaAxoXtlTuvwv
(Owp. supra versum ghm,
4 oGvma
Plut, dv8pa Aesch.
4a-b addita sunt ab eo qui ordinem
7TEp 4pOVEOVT'rVa) Aesch.
4b Ko,o'TaZg Plut, KOT/UL?a)13 Aesch. .' om. Aesch. AP( ?).
versuum consulto mutavit.
7 KpVCpO'V
Plut, KpaTEpO'vAesch.
9 C8WKaVAesch., brfE'Kav Plut.
10 cyaJXwv
aya0ZvPlut, uyJXaA apeTy')
Plut,

xaptros

12 aiudj (Xatpwv add. A) tvvoit 7rpay1aac ox4Oov (70'vov a)
a) Aesch.
frpacyuaatPlut Aesch, 7rp'yp.ac Kirchhoff.
(a&. cotftBs

ExEtv

Aesch.;

This poem-for a poem it is, not a series of three epigrams-which is preserved
by the quotationsin Aischines'Ctesiphonteaand in Plutarch'sLife of Kimnon109 I have
decided to discuss in the second part of my paper mainly because general opinion has
brought it into intimate connection with the second Marathon epigram. Kirchhoff
most ingeniously supplied the then truly miserable remains of this epigram from what
our tradition terms the first Eion epigram, and his supplement [7' ,udXa &)' KEWtOt
oi pa r] 6r' a'Xip3v oT7)cT-av 'rpo6TOE 1TrvXc3v
received a rather splendid con,raXaKdLp8LoL,
from
second
us
as
the
find
its
true beginning 7pvapa ToLQ4'
which
firmation
gave
a d&a [avrog EVF 4pEOWeber built up an Athenian
Ov,u6']. On this supplement
109
The two witnesses agree in the order of the epigrams which I believe one can prove to be
wrong, and therefore they derive ultimately from the same source, probably the speech made by
the orator Leptines in 356 B.C. (see pp. 195 ff.); for as far as we know the epigrams were quoted
neither by a grammarian nor by a historian, nor do we find them in a collection (see below). It is
no use to suggest Ephoros as the common source for Aischines and Plutarch (as Boas did), or
Krateros (B. Schmidt, p. 6), or the rhetorical historiographers (Weber, pp. 267, 281 f.). There
is a general agreement that the text of Plutarch is the better one. In my opinion all readings of
Aischines are inferior (besides an unimportant scribe's error in line 9); those which matter will
be mentioned in the proper place (p. 197; note 180). The wide-spread belief that the quotation
in the text of Aischines derives from the Scholia (Rosenberg; B. Schmidt; Preger; Domaszewski;
Loewy) is most certainly wrong; a simple look into the text is sufficient, there is no need of an
elaborate refutation. The sweeping scepticism which tried to drive out from the text of the orators
all, or almost all quotations is a thing of the past; scholars have learned to distinguish not only
between different speeches, but also between laws and decrees on the one hand, and poetical quotations on the other. Aischines apparently quoted from memory (note 137), which accounts for the
extreme banality of his readings. It is what we expect of him; there is a vast difference between
him and Lycurgus. The further suggestion (Wade-Gery, p. 89, note 76, and p. 94) that Plutarch
is following Hypereides (note 143) does not admit of proof, and does not seem to me to be plausible.
I submit that Plutarch followed a Hellenistic Life of Kimon, such as, e.g., the author epitomized
by Nepos. The biographer, probably a writer of the third century B.C., either looked up the primary
source (Leptines), or (which seems to be less plausible because of the order of the epigrams)
he corrected the text given by Aischines from the Herms. Neither Aischines nor Plutarch took,
their quotation from a book-collection; if that had been the case we would find the epigrams in
one of the extant collections, and then most probably attributed to Simonides. About bookcollections of epigraphic verses see note 138.
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Siegesallee in the Agora,'10 which also became a current opinion, though not commanding absolute unanimity, for Hiller von Gaertringen at least persisted in printing
the three epigrams in the order III, I, II, which was first seriously proposed by
Richter in 1866. I will say at once that this is a plain and unescapable alternative:
one has to choose between changing the traditional sequence of the so-called epigrams
and maintaining the alleged connexion with the Marathon epigrams. There is no third
way, though there are some wrong tracks, one of which must attract our attentior,
for a moment.
There is or was indeed one heretic who did not believe in one of the two official
and conflicting creeds, but preached a new one-Alfred von Domaszewski, the historian of Heidelberg, well-known also in other respects for his heterodoxies. Since
his treatment has won the qualified approval of Wade-Gery, and more too seem
inclined to accept at least some of his theses,1"'I feel bound to give the outlines of
his opinion. It is not an easy thing to do because Domaszewski, starting with a
detailed discussion of the description of the Agora as given by Pausanias, which he
deemed necessary in order " to shed light on the importance of the Hermai," and
having thereby laid what he regarded as a secure foundation for pronouncing judgment on the Eion epigrams and reconstructing the monument which they adorned,
charged through our stock of Athenian fifth-centtry epigrams and their traditional
setting, not to put too fine a point on it, like the proverbial bull through the china shop.
For reasons to be stated later on 112 I feel justified in leaving aside the first and greater
part of his paper which deals with the topographical and political conditions. I shall
confine myself to a succinct enumeration of his main points, commenting upon them
(as far as necessary) in the foot-notes, because I sincerely hope that nobody will wish
to return to them after I have presented my own interpretation of the poem and
assessed the value of the traditional setting in which it is preserved.
Domaszewski tries to persuade us (1) that Aischines did not quote the " epigrams," but that they were intruded into his text from the Scholia which are also
the source of Plutarch.1"3(2) That of the three epigrams only the first one 'Hv a'pa
110 Domaszewski restored in its place a Kimon monument in the Stoa of Zeus. Loewy's
"Feldherrn- oder Ruhmeshalle fur Perserkriege " is a cross between the hypotheses of his two
predecessors; I do not think it necessary to go into the details of his equally fanciful restoration
of the Hall.
111 Uxkull-Gyllenband, Plutarch und die Gr. Biographie (1927), pp. 35 if., followed his teacher.
Oliver, Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 233 f. (if I understand him rightly) and Loewy (note i10) sided with
Domaszewski and Wade-Gery respectively; and even Wilamowitz, Hell. Dichtung, I (1924), p. 127,
note 4 (who already in Griech. Lesebuch, I, 1, p. 146, spoke of the epigrams as being engraved
" auf den pfeilern einer halle des athenischen marktes ") seems to be under the influence of the
former. See further notes 119 and 128. There is a danger of Domaszewski's opinion becoming a
second vulgata.
112 Pages 193 f.
113 See note 109.
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KaKEVOt TaXaKdap8cot is genuine, the two others being literary accretions."'4 (3) That
consequently, as there were three Herms, we have to hunt up the epigrams which
stood on the remaining two."5 (4) That " the site and the analogy of the Strymon
epigram show that these poems can only have referred to victories reported by Kimon
over the Persians; for Kimon had gained two still more glorious victories, the victory
at the Eurymedon while living, and in death the victory at Cyprus." 116 (5) That we
find the two missing epigrams in the poem which Diodoros tells us was inscribed on
the votive offering which the Athenians dedicated after the battle at the Eurymedon:

'Ee ov' y' EvpcCTniv'A(oTag 8txa vrovroo EvapE. This poem in Domaszewski's opinion is

neither coherent nor dedicatory; it is joined together out of two independentepigrams,
the first four lines referring to the Eurymedon battle, the latter four otE ya&p E'v
K' wppto the victories in Cyprus."'7 (6) That of these epigrams the first one 'Ef ov'
His objections to the two epigrams are superficial and will be refuted incidentally by an
interpretation of the whole poem which I shall begin with a statement of the very real difficulties
in all three epigrams pp. 198 ff. It is quite in Domaszewski's manner to appeal to a fact now
universally recognized that literary accretions to epigraphic poems are not rare, but forgetting to
ask if the epigrams in question show any of the symptoms by which we recognize such a literary
expansion. It is further characteristic for him to lay the blame for the forgery on Aischines himself, who, " quoting from memory," mentioned one battle and three Herms and thus almost compelled somebody to make up the deficiency, forgetting that a page before he had asserted that
Aischines did not quote any epigram at all, so that there was no deficiency to make up. Finally
(p. 20) he springs another surprise on us, suddenly treating the first two lines of the " second"
epigram as genuine.
115 For curiously enough the same man who with one stroke of his pen rejects the whole story
as told by Aischines and Plutarch about the reward for the generals who Er T ; XrTpV/AVL EVLKWV
,taXo'pbcvotMr8ovs and with it a goodly part of Aischines' text, implicitly believes in the three Herms.
They are his sheet-anchor, or the foundation stone for the new monument he reconstructed.
116 The italics are mine and (I submit) need no justification: from the standpoint of logic the
argument is a monster. I have quoted verbally, lest any one accuse me of slandering or ridiculing
its author.
117 of
course, Domaszewski does not explain (if one is not prepared to take the few words
on p. 17 as an explanation) how the two different epigrams became one (Wade-Gery, pp. 82 ff. does,
and has made an arguable thesis from the wild flight of his predecessor's imagination). Nor does
Domaszewski ask who combined them before the time of Ephoros, our main (though not our only)
authority for the poem. Ephoros referred it erroneously to the battle of the Eurymedon, and his
mistake was corrected and elucidated by Ed. Meyer and Schwartz long ago; Domaszewski did not
care for an explanation. Wade-Gery's supposition (pp. 93 ff.) of a book-collection, which then must
also have been used by Ephoros, and which would answer all three questions, seems to me to be
untenable (see note 138) ; the error which he ascribes to the collector is hardly credible in view of
the nature of the monument, as reconstructed by Domaszewski. After having given a wrong
terminus ante for the Eurymedon part of the poem (p. 17) Domaszewski is content to change
MoSEyap to oL'86Ka' (p. 18, note 90) and then to distribute the two poems-one of which has no
indication where the battle was fought which it purports to praise, while the other two give the
battle-sites quite accurately-on the different parts of his alleged Kimon monument. For a refutation of his treatment, it may be sufficient to refer to Friedlaender, Studi It., N. S. XV, 1938, pp.
102 ff., and Peek, Athen. Stud. Ferguson (H.S.C.P., Suppl. I [1940]), pp. 102 ff., though there is
114
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was contemporaneousand engraved on a Herm which was set up in the
' Evp&Jnrqv
newly built Hall of Zeus. This Herm (he asserts) was originally not meant as a
victory monument, and as the epigram does not indicate the nature of the E'pyovor
its place, it must have referred to and have become understandable from a " baumnMr8cov/
acvEOEcrav
At'&Tr'v lroav a&1oT
schrift" which he reconstructed as 'AOkqvaZoc
'Eir'Ev pv,'8ovrt 1Te~o,aXLav KaL vavpuaXzav v&K7)o-avTEq. (7) That " after the death of
Kimon when his life-work could be surveyed," the Athenians added two further
Herms, praising by their epigrams Kimon's first victory and his last over the national
enemy, the capture of Eion ('Hv apa KaKEWOL TaXaKap8&ot) and the battle of Cyprus
(d8E Ka& Ev K' pcp), thus changing also the character of the first Herm ('Et ov 'y'
Evpcuirv) into a victory monument. For the three Herms stood (as he further
asserts) on the same bathron, and their three epigrams celebrated " the creation of
the Athenian naval empire, due to the victories of Kimon." 118 (8) Finally Domaszewski delineates the whole monument, as it looked in 449 B.C.: (I) The "bauinschrift"; (II-IV) the bathron with the three Herms and their epigrams; (V) the
"dedication by the Demos," consisting of the first two lines of the second Aischines
apEfls.
8E puto-6v 'AO-jvatot'ra8'E'8CKaV avT EVEpyEU-tr Kat .LEyaX
epigram IHyE.kO'vEo-o.&t
room for further treatment of the alleged Eurymedon poem as well as for the epigrams which are
really meant for this battle (Anth. Pal., VII, 258, 443). The fretpoTargument of Wade-Gery is in
my opinion sufficiently answered by Peek, but the ot'8eargument is not. It seems impossible, in view
of the nature of a victory monument, to see with Wade-Gery in ot'8e" a sentimental fiction," and in
referring it to the dead (rather than to the generals, which is equally wrong [see p. 204] ) he unconsciously knocks the bottom out of the whole hypothesis of Domaszewski. I believe that o78e in the
Cyprus poem has its parallel in the odE of the Marathon epigrams: in both cases we have to assume
a dedicatory inscription in prose (see above, pp. 171 if.; 177). On the other hand the Eion
poem throws some light also on the Cyprus poem: both are unique. But uniqueness is no reason
for doubting the authenticity (against Wilamowitz, note 4); it simply calls for an explanation which
seems to be even more obvious than for the Eion poem (see below, pp. 209 ff.).
118 Points 6-8 present us with perhaps the wildest jumble of unfounded and improbable assertions in the paper. Domaszewski ought to have given parallels for three Herms on one base,
for Herms in a Hall, for an inscription on a monument standing inside a Hall but referring to a
bauinschrift on its outside. Above all, he ought to have thought and told us about the (historical
or rather) politic situation in 449 B.C. Who was it who moved this spectacular honour for Kimon?
And if it was an honour for Kimon after his death, why not only was his name omitted but even
? Was this a comavoided by the constant use of different plurals (&KdVLo, Ot8oe av8pes, 7yeILo'vES)
name (or names)
the
of
the
absence
At
least,
party?
the
conservative
and
Perikles
promise between
does away with the suggestion (not yet made) that the monument was a private dedication by the
new and very active conservative party, set up in a spirit of opposition against the peace of Kallias.
I
TV 'Eppkv can only mean ' in the Hall'
Whatever the answer to these and other questions, eVv rTOl
of the Hall," as Weber, p. 278
front
"in
not
(Domaszewski, Wade-Gery [pp. 87 f.], Loewy),
contends. He does not give any parallel, and there is no such " sprachgebrauch." For the difference
8E 'EV TV TO) 077(eS
EyyEypcarTa
see, e.g., Pausanias I, 17, 2, 7rpO 8E T9) yvltvau&p &q7Tews (T'CYVtWEpOV
tepil It does not matter whether the words were written by Aischines or derived from the Scholia,
or whether they are factually right or wrong; till the contrary is proved, we have to assume that
a scholiast knew Greek, even if he made a factual mistake.
.
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These are the main theses which Wade-Gery, very much alive to Domaszewski's
"brilliant and dangerous method of hypothesis . . . seldom better exemplified " than
in this paper, characterizes as " a series rather of suggestions than of proofs," but
suggestions " of some importance not only for literature and history, but also for
the topography of that part of the Kerameikosnow being excavated." "' If he further
opines-without examining the points enumerated above in detail, but adding a footnote which contains some rather considerable restrictions 20-that " much [of it]
seems to me to be most probably true," I submit that he was enticed in the first line
by the fact that one of Domaszewski's alleged results (the erection of the monument
as envisaged by him after the death of Kimon about thirty years after the siege of
Eion) fell in with one of his own results. For starting from an altogether different
proposition and a general observation which is most important for the interpretation
of any poetical text,"2'he came to the conclusion that " no one who reads this poem
[the four lines beginning with 'Hv adpa] with attention can doubt that, at the moment
when the poet writes, the battle of Eion lies in the past, and is seen as the beginning
of a process which has since been carried further: that, in fact, these verses are written
after the battles of the Eurymedon and perhaps after Kimon's death." 122 Now, while
I cannot even try to take Domaszewski's hypothesis seriously, for reasons sufficiently
(or so I believe) indicated in the foot-notes, the stress laid by Wade-Gery on the tsse
of irorein what we may term for the time being the Strymon epigram seems to be so
well-founded that I could not contradict him without going into the whole of his
argument, a course which would divert us too far from our own task. So I will say
provisionally that I wholly agree with his general principle: we have to be most
cautious against " the mesmeric effects of ritual poetry " and must not let ourselves
be seduced by it to " accept things which the poet cannot have intended." On the
other hand, I am not convinced that he has succeeded in establishing a law governing the use of roE, and if in the present case I believe his inference as to the time
of the composition of the Strymon epigram to be wrong, my reasons for it will
become apparent later,'23and not till I have interpreted the three alleged epigrams,
shall I be able to propose an alternative explanation of the use of the word, which
(together with Wade-Gery's own doubts as to Domaszewski's method and results)
will perhaps tempt him to reconsider his position. For there is an inherent weak119Page 83. Swoboda, R.E., XI (1922), col. 443 also is rather sympathetic, calling it a
"bestechende beweisffihrung," which, nevertheless, he cannot accept, because " poems on public
monuments could not be falsified."
120 Page 83, note 50. The note unfortunately is very laconic, but the extent of the disagreement
is apparently considerable, and (I submit) the single items bear at least partly on the plausibility
of the hypothesis as a whole. For another grave disagreement in the interpretation of the texts
see note 117.
123 See below, pp. 206 if.
122 Loc. cit., p. 74.
121 See p. 165, note 30.
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ness in the opinions of all scholars who either believe in the traditional sequence of
the three Eion epigrams, as quoted by Aischines and Plutarch, or who, while rejecting II and III as literary forgeries, believe the genuine Strymon epigram to have
been the first of a series of poems praising the three principal victories of Kimon.
The weakness is this: an epigram beginning with avaLpa aKEtvo&cano have stood
alone; there must have been at.least one other poem to which the Kac refers. This
obvious fact caused Kirchhoff to supply the Marathon epigram from the Eion
epigram, and it is the sole foundation for Weber's Siegesallee-expedients which are
precluded at once, if the Marathon monument did not exist any more when the Eion
epigrams were inscribed upon the Hermai.24 Domaszewski overlooked this obvious
fact as he overlookedmany others which stood in the way of his fantastical restoration
of a Kimon monument in the Hall of Zeus; Wade-Gery, as well alive to this difficulty
as to others in the hypothesis, states succinctly: " KaKEZtOt in line 1, because the victors
of Eion are being compared with the later victors." This explanation he seems to
regard as self-evident, for he does not give a parallel, but a paraphrase " they too were
brave who once first found out how to break the enemy's resource." 125 This paraphrase in my opinion only serves to stress an explanation of the Kat which seems
to me definitely impossible; for KatL,though a small word, has the same right to be
taken seriously, and in accordancewith its natural meaning, as TromE.
But there is a second point in Wade-Gery's otherwise rather biased treatment
of the Eion epigrams which is important in itself and, at the same time, makes possible
a discussion of them which is at once methodical, positive, and complete, viz., the
moralizing use which the Attic orators make of the epigrams.'26 This point I should
like to take up following from the start the course which it suggests. I shall begin
with the tradition which comprisesthe epigrams as well as the monumentthey adorned,
and examine it carefully and without parti pris; I shall deal with the whole of the
evidence, which for me is not the least bit weakened by the vagaries of Domaszewski.
I take it that nobody will deny the necessity of such an unbiased examination, or, if
the examination should reveal any difficultyin the tradition, dispute that we have first
to state clearly what the difficultyis, and then try and remove it with the least possible
amount of violence. It is only if a simple remedy does not help (and there is one which
in my opinion is very simple indeed and perfectly effective) that we have either to
resign or to have recourse to more violent means. So, as in the treatment of the
Marathon epigrams, I shall put the problems which we have to answer as fully and
methodicallyas possible. The task is much easier here, because the text of the epigrams
is complete 127 and their character as laudatory not in doubt; nor is the character of
124
Above, pp. 170 f. This reason is sufficient; it does not matter whether or not the Marathon
monument was a Herm.
125 Loc. cit., pages 74, 87, 94.
"
126 J
am not quite happy about the term " moralizing "; perhaps one ought to prefer political."
But the argument has a moralizing flavour; so the term may serve its turn.
127
About its variants see note 109.
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the monument questionable in so far as not even Domaszewski has given vent to any
doubt about the existence of the three Herms. On the contrary, the three Herms are
almost the only datum which he accepts and uses as a corner-stone for his edifice.
What my task amounts to is therefore simply this: (1) I shall have to speak about
the site of the Eion monument, and incidentally, how its inscription found its way
into literary tradition; (2) I shall then have to interpret this inscription. If the interpretation finds favour, well and good; if not, operam et oleum perdidi.
1.
About the site I intend to be very short, though this question too is now in a considerable muddle.128I do not see any reason why, in describing Athens, we should
borrow from Berlin and Munich: there was no Siegesallee in Athens, nor was there a
Feldherruhalle. No use to be lengthy about buildings with which modern scholars
adorned the ancient town. No need even to discuss the exact topographical meaning
of the local term ol 'Ep,ua.l29 It seems sufficient for our purpose to take over bodily
the short and clear description preserved verbally in the lexicon of Harpokration
s. v. 'Epput from a late but apparently trustworthy guide-book written by Menekles of
Barka after the middle of the second century B.C. and revised by a certain Kallikrates
o yap ir-R IotLKi`X)T KaiL r}T roV facLo-LXE'0cT
before 87/6 B.C.: 130
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With this general description we combine our
oldest witness for the Eion Herms, Demosthenes in the speech against Leptines
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as he does the local term ot 'EpuaZ, his words definitely exclude

the assumption that the " Kimon Herms " stood in the Hall of Zeus. The evidence
Even the sober Judeich, Topogr.2, p. 73 (cf. pp. 369, 336, 339) tells us that " Kimon got
permission in 475 B.C. to set up and inscribe Herms in the Hall of Herms, which, perhaps, he himself
had dedicated." As usual since Herodotus (VII, 107) and Plutarch the colleagues of Kimon are
forgotten (see notes 140, 187), though the inscription has the plural qyqju'vE3;and as usual the share
of Kimon in the rebuilding of the city is recklessly exaggerated: there is not the least evidence for
the opinion that " mit dem inneren ausbau der stadt im grossen begann aber erst Kimon in der
mitte der siebziger jahre." What Kimon really did, anybody can read in Plutarch. Kimion, 13, 6-7.
129 This is the starting point of Domaszewski who begins with accompanying Pausanias on his
tour (above, p. 188). In fact, Pausanias does not mention " The Herms " as a specific area
in the Agora, though he repeatedly comments on the Herms as being a special Athenian form
(I, 19,2; 24,3; cf. III, 33, 3).
(thrice,
KaXXtKpaJTrX
130This seems the most plausibleexplanationof the quotationsMEVEKXA)7S
K. ) M. once) EvT-c llp't 'Affqv@v:see R.E., X, col. 1638, no. 9; F. Gr. Hist., 270. For the passage
quoted above from Harpokr. s. v. 'Eplct see note 134.
131 A. Schaefer, Demiosth., I, pp. 353 ff. (2 415 ff.) ; Blass, Att. Bere'dsamkeit2,III, 1, pp. 264 ff.
128
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is formal and unambiguous; both statements made by Domaszewski about the Herms
are equally wrong: the general one about the peculiar character of the Herms in the
Agora which in his opinion were not only dedications made exclusively " by the Demos,
not by officials and even less by private persons," but also sacrificial places (opferstdtten, tEpa6),32 and the specialone that " the famous Herms of generalswere of a
wholly different character, although the form of the honour conferred on them was
determinedby the votive offerings in the Agora." 13 There is not the least doubt that
the Herms of Kimon and his colleagues to which Demosthenes alludes stood in the
Agora among other Herms which together formed the spot on the market called
ot'EpuaiX It is the Demosthenes passage which in the first instance justifies my
excluding the words EVT-jq o-7-oaT 'EveEp,UtV from the text of Aischines, whether or not
Page 10, allegedly as a result of his general investigation concerning the site of the Herms
in the Agora and their nature. In fact, the second part of the assertion rests on an interpretation
of Thucydides, VI, 27, 1 which is incomprehensible to me: if Domaszewski is "surprised that
Thukydides seemingly does not mention the Herms in the Agora," he probably misunderstood
which means the town as opposed to the country-side (X(pa). If he concludes from Ka'
Ev T-j 7roAXE
Kat E'v EpoZsthat Ev EpoZs "means just the Herms in the Agora" he overlooks
eV 18totg
7rpo6vpotS
the words stand in a short digression about the custom of setting up Herms
that
fact
the
(1)
peculiar to the Athenians, and about their form (cf. Herodotus, II, 51); (2) that EpoZsis an adjective: the Herms are not Epa, they stand in (or before) the front-doors of private houses and
temples. The first part of the assertion is a curious inference-for in Domaszewski's opinion the
Kimon Herms did not stand in the Agora at all and were of a different character-from the story
that " even the generals of the heroic age were permitted to set up Herms only once as the highest
sort of honour and yet without inscribing their names." The foot-note which infers the public
character of the Herms from the fact "that they stand in sola pt5blico" seems self-evident, but,
in fact, simply shifts the problem. Of course, nobody could set up a Herm on public ground without permission being given by the Boule or (and) the Demos, as nobody could build a Hall or
whatever else in the Agora without due authority, at least after the power of the archons was considerably restricted. Nevertheless, even in the fifth century a building may be called, and is often
called in popular language after the man who functioned as e7rtw-rTaTrq, or was connected with it in
KX'qEV
ptov)
TO M 0Tt<d>XOV (sc. 8tKaoTr
some other officialcapacity: see, e.g., the DEttaVaKTEW
(ibid., cf. note 134). But equally of course,
a7ro apXLTEirOVOs M-qTt<o'>Xov (Pollux, 8, 121), o Ka'X<E>ov
the inference that all Herms therefore are public dedications is not only illogical, but wrong: the
Andokides Herm, for example, was certainly not set up by an ancestor of his, but neither was it
set up by the Demos. It was set up by one of the phylai (Aigeis, Andokides, 1, 62; Plutarch, Nik.,
13, 3). We do not know whether this phyle had a special reason for it or whether all phylai had
their Herms, but they must not be confused with the Eponymoi. Herms dedicated by private
persons are attested by Menekles-Kallikrates. He also attests dedications made by officials (apXovrEs),
and there may have been many of them made by real archons before 480/79 (or 487/6). Most of
them were destroyed by the Persians, but the 'Ayopatos tEp --; set up by the archon Kebris before
496/5 (Hesych. s. v.) may have been one of them: he survived the catastrophe.
:33 In making this assertion Domaszewski conveniently overlooked the testimony of Demosthenes,
because he only thought of the " Stoa of the Herms" interpolated into the text of Aischines. It is
very easy to explain why in 476/5 B.C. the generals set up Herms in the Agora (see note 163); it
would be much less (if at all) understandable why they put up a Herm in the Hall of Zeus, if the
Hall itself was built, as Domaszewski believes, as a thank-offering for the victory at the Eurymedon.
132
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one of the Halls (we really need not ask here which) was called in popular language
"the Hall of Herms." 134 But it is also Aischines himself who having dealt extensively
with the Herms goes on with these words: 77pOEX0ErE
8T& r' 8&avoia Kat Etl r-v o-roav
vv

IotKt'X'v

a'7avTro)v yap v/Lvr T)v KaXAWV
E'py&V

Ta

vWro.w77/aTa

EV T,c aXyop, avaKEtat.

For him and his hearers or readers a TEpuago-rTio-atwas amply sufficient for indicating
the site; not even Plutarch deems it necessary to indicate it more precisely. But for
a later commentator the text cried for a foot-note, such as we find in the Scholia on
Demosthenes, and in writing it he mixed up " the Herms " with the " Hall of Herms "
which he knew from a speech of Antiphon's. Not the poems, as Domaszewski and
others believe, but the topographical statement derives from the Scholia. The truth
is not, that the former are partly forgeries,'35but that the latter is due to an error.
Incidentally the passage of Demosthenes, short as it is, furnishes us with a more
accurate notion of the way in which the so-called epigrams became what Wade-Gery
aptly calls " an orator's r&7To9." I quite agree that " no one will suggest that Aischines
copied the poems straightway from the stone." 136 I go even farther, and say that
he did not even quote them from memory, though one would expect that he had often
seen and perhaps even read them on the monument. This I do not infer from the
variants which exist between the quotations by Aischines and Plutarch,137nor because
To discuss the question of the Halls in the Agora would take us too far afield. It would
also be useless till the American excavation is finished and the excavators have stated their final
opinion (see Shear and Stillwell, Hesperia, II, pp. 107 ff., 133 ff.; IV, p. 354; Meritt, ibid., V,
pp. 416 f.; Wycherley, J.H.S., LX, 1940, p. 95; M. Bieber, A.J.A., XLV, 1941, p. 552, note 24);
and finally it is not pertinent for our problem. The evidence for a Toa TpAL4v consists of (1) the
words now in the text of Aischines; (2) the second scholion on Demosthenes, XX, 112, Ev ToLs
134
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(3) a passage

O'T, &OKat 'Eppwv

Kat I7r7rapXetoc
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KTA.

The Mss. have Opa(c)v,
but the context demands Sluiter's change to 'Eppurv (see Wade-Gery,
p. 89). It is clear (1) that Harpokration had only one testimony for this Hall, viz., Antiphon's
mention of it. Neither Xenophon (Hipparch. 3, 2) nor Demosthenes nor Menekles mentions a " Hall
of Herms," they all said oc TEp/ac; (2) that H4rpokration's authority found the Troa TEp,rv
neither in Aischines nor in Hypereides. Both orators spoke of some Herms (probably both of the
"Kimon Herms"), and the lexicographer (whom the first scholion on Demosthenes, XX, 112
epitomizes) localizes them by quoting the passage from Menekles-Kallikrates. He then states that
there was also a Hall of Herms, quoting for it Antiphon. He does not identify oLtEp/al and the
Troa`'Ep,uAv. Surprising only that he did not quote Demosthenes for the local term ot 'Epkat, which
is different from the general lemma 'Ep/aZ and from the Trra'pXuot TEpAca. The Menekles passage
is, in fact, more apt to illustrate Demosthenes than Aischines who uses the general term AXcGovs
'EpAas

aT?7at.

For a slight restriction see below, pp. 200 f.
If the order of the epigrams as given by Aischines is wrong (as I shall argue below), the
assumption that Aischines did not look up the inscription is proved.
137
As Weber, p. 267 (cf. p. 256, note 2, and p. 264) does. Modern scholars often forget that
135
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"epigraphic verses circulated in book-form long before Aischines wrote" 138-an
assumption which is neither proved nor plausible; in fact the question when the first
collection of epigrams was made, is not pertinent here at all. Nor am I influenced
by the wide-spread dislike felt for Aischines, who certainly is neither a great nor a
likeable man, though he is not quite so black as he is painted. The simple and sufficient reason is that (to say it with Wade-Gery) " these particular poems had been
used earlier to point the same moral." This is manifest from the fact that Demosthenes
does not quote " the epigram," but in the course of his argumentation alludes to its
use as a TpoXEtpo9XAyo.39 His argument does not consist in a general description
of the customs prevalent at Athens in the age of the 7rpoyovoI. Far from it. He

obviously refers to a special case which is, in fact, the story told in detail by Aischines,
who did not find his details in Demosthenes, but probably did find them in the speech
against which the speech of Demosthenes is directed. Demosthenes, and Aischines
after him, speak about " certain men " who, though they had greatly benefited their
country, did not receive a special or excessive honour, but simply an epigram on one
most ancient quotations are made from memory with the exception, of course, of those made by
professional grammarians.
138 Wade-Gery, p. 80, note 35, and pp. 88, 94, quoting " the evidence in Glotta, IX, p. 100."
ava'6G,Ua
There is no evidence there; Geffcken explains a variant in the epigram on the KvnIeAX8iv
by the supposition that Plato took the vulgate version from a book of epigrams, quoting on his part
for the existence of such book-collections Reitzenstein, R.E., VI, col. 79, and Wilamowitz, Sapph.
U. Simon., pp. 211 fi. In this single case the explanation may be plausible (the commentary F. Gr.
Hist. on 266 F 5 is not full enough), but the whole question of book-collections of stone epigrams
is far from simple. The first collection of Athenian epigrams, entitled 'E7rLypaicaTa 'ATTtKa was
made by Philochoros (Suidas s. v.). It is not at all sure that it contained only poetical inscriptions,
but for chronological reasons it cannot have been used by Aischines, let alone Leptines. The reasons
from which Weber (Hermes, LII, 1917, p. 540, note 1; Philol., LXXIV, 1917, p. 256, note 2)
assumes that " Athens knew such collections already at the end of the fifth century " are not at all
convincing. There may have been an earlier collection for Corinth-distingutendum est, as the
casuists say-and perhaps even for Megara (see Wade-Gery, p. 96). But there is a much simpler
way for epigrams to become literary, viz., quotations in the pamphlets and local histories, the authors
of which used the testimony of inscriptions, e.g., when polemizing against Herodotus, refuting
Athenian claims, securing those of their own town, or even simply when narrating their history.
For the use in polemics we can instance the pamphlet of King Pausanias Kara rCovAvKOV'pYOV voiNov, in
which he quoted Tyrtaios and oracles with a view to showing that the ephors were usurping powers
which did not belong to them; for the use as simple historical testimonies we are able to cite,
for example, the Thermopylae epitaphs in Herodotus or the " Eurymedon epigram " in Ephoros.
On the same plane stands, e.g., the use which Kallisthenes made of Kallinos' elegies and Aristotle
of Solon's poems. It is quite another question at what time amateurs or scholars began to collect
epigrams and edit, e.g., a book of epigrams under the name of Simonides, which they probably did
not do before the end of the fourth century B.C. Here the true problem arises whether they copied
all the poems from the stones, or took at least part of them over from earlier publications. It is the
same question which poses itself for the first collection of Athenian psephismata by Krateros, and
the answer to it ought not to be (I submit) dogmatic.
139 Wade-Gery, p. 94 understands " a favourite argument "; I think it means an obvious argument and sounds somewhat contemptuous.
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of the many Herms. This epigram, as Aischines points out, did not even mention
adyac'Elpyao-/IEvot
their names.140When Demosthenes characterizes these men as r6AoXX'
he is evidently thinking of the so-called second epigram avr' EvEpeyEo47)' Kai uLEya'XWV
aya0c'ov, thus incidentally confirming Plutarch's reading against Aischines' /kEya6X r
apeTr5s, and the verb E'vXovalludes to the particulars given by Aischines and Plutarch
o&v
pEicLv, Kat E&OKEI av8ots 6 8,os
that these men 8EvpO aWLKOILEvot roPv 87l)JOL,
TpEL1Xt6-'ovs 'Eppas onw3cua. When he continues with Ka" UTCOXToviJ v,tv avhayvWoETatrovirypacy,a.thus avoiding the quotation of the long poem which Aischines
transcribes, I infer that the source which gave Aischines the story with the epigrams
and Demosthenes the knowledge of them, was the same for both orators, viz., the
speech which Leptines made in 356/5 B.C. to recommend his law llEpi arEXEtca9.`
I further infer that the arguments in favour of restricting the showering of honours
upon men who had deserved well of their country are points from the same speech.
Demosthenes successively refutes them after dealing at length with a whole series
of honorary decrees and finally with the Solonian laws regulating the proceedings
for moving a law-laws which in Demosthenes' opinion (? 107) Leptines either had
failed to notice or had not properly understood. It was Leptines who had instanced
the rules observed in Thebes and Sparta 142 and who had claimed that the same rules
had prevailed at Athens in her glorious past, Ev7 TWPtVTpOyOVow, and who, to prove his
assertion had told his hearers the story about the victors of Eion, reading out the
three epigrams. We do not know whether he was the first, but it seems at least
plausible that " the orator's Tr6o 19" derives from his speech.'43In any case, the story
with the epigrams is being dated back now to the fifties of the fourth century. This
suggestion which seems to me to be tantamount to a proof positive has also a certain
bearing on the authenticity question: what might on an emergency be credible for
It does not matter for us whether Demosthenes and Aischines knew or cared who these
men were. Aischines evidently does not care: he tells his readers of the benefits because the epigram
mentioned the river Strymon and Eion, and he does not give them the names because the epigram
did not furnish them. Plutarch names Kimon, and in spite o)f the plural 1yq1Avearc only Kimon;
but his colleagues were forgotten (see notes 128, 187), or the general public took no great interest
in them; Herodotus tells of Boges os broXtopKe'ro v6ro 'Aqvatc')v Kact Ktuovos roD MtXrta'Sov. The same
in Ephoros (Diod., 11, 60 if.). It is self-evident from Demosthenes' use of the local term that the
inscription stood on a Herm or, as Aischines asserts, on three Herms, a fact which again he did
not find in the Demosthenes passage. But one had better not translate " the inscription on the
Herms " as Wade-Gery, pp. 88, 94 does.
141 P..,
9046; R.E., XII, col. 2072, no. 1. The full title of Demosthenes' speech is IIEp't Ti
TEXEtaq 7rpo'AE7rrTtv,7v.
w'g or to regard him as a special friend of Sparta,
142 No reason to accuse Leptines of AaKWVut
because in 369 B.C. he had recommended giving help to Sparta.
143 Hypereides' speech IHp't rTiv
Evtf/ovXov8operv, in which he probably was using " the same
argument as Leptines and Aischines" (Wade-Gerv, p. 89, note 76), is later: it was written after
the death of Euboulos (Schol. Aischin., 2, 8), that is, after 339/8 B.C. (P.A., 5369).
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Aischines, who had his speech published for reading,'44seems to be incredible for
Leptines. There is not the least reason to believe that he took Athenian epigrams,
which anybody any day could read in the Agora, from a book of which we do not
know anything, and which almost certainly did not exist as early as that."4' There is
even less reason to assume that he falsified them in the manner suggested by
Domaszewski; 146 in fact, this assumption seems to me to be simply absurd, because
the three " epigrams " were just what he needed for his purpose.147And finally, what
instead
on earth induced him to give the wrong site for the monument, Ev rots 'Ep,uoaZ
of the alleged Hall of Zeus? I find no possible answer to this question, and I assert
with the utmost confidence that our evidence is perfectly credible as far as it goes:
there were three " epigrams " on three Herms in the Agora, praising the generals
who had wrenched Eion from the Persians.
2.
Let us now turn from the story and the tradition to the poems themselves, as
they are quoted by Aischines probably from the speech of Leptines and by Plutarch
from a Hellenistic biographical source which may or may not derive from the same
speech-I believe it does, but it really does not matter so very much. We had better
begin with the difficultieswith which their text, common to Aischines and Plutarch,
presents us, leaving aside the several single variants which, though not inconsiderable,
are unimportant to the main problem. I will enumerate these difficultiesin due order:
(1) The first and by far the gravest is that the epigram which according to both our
witnesses stood on the first Herm, begins with a Kat, and there is nothing to which
this Kai" can be referred.'48 (2) The second epigram which is intimately connected with
the first, as it contrasts the generals with their men, ends with what can and must
be termed a final conclusion: this monument is (to put it succinctly) erected for
posterity as a reminder and an exhortation. We can easily take the two epigrams
together; as one inscription they would make no difficultyat all, apart from the initial
Kat;
but it seems fairly impossible that anything could follow this poem, if the three
epigrams refer to the same event, as tradition tells us and as, at least provisionally,
we are bound to believe. (3) The third epigram, apart from its being impossible as a
continuation of lines 1-8, whether we view the thought, the purport, or the contents
Though most probably for an Athenian public.
See note 138.
146 I refer again to the restriction pp. 200 f.
147 See below, pp. 201 f.
148 See
pp. 191 f. An epigram can begin with apa, though one had better not adduce the somewhat different case of Hesiod, Op., 11, but not with Kat: Aeschylus, Anth. Pal., VII, 255 (F 2 Diehl),
iS certainly not an epigram (see note 93). We cannot take refuge here in the sugTOVT8E
Kvavergestion that Kcat refers to other Herms either in the Agora or, for the matter of that, in the " Hall
of the Herms " (note 134): we have first to try to understand the traditional text before bringing
forward any such suggestion.
144
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of the inscription as a whole, and not easily credible as an independent inscription,149
presents us with a number of special difficulties: (a) it has its own conclusion, and a
curiously logical one in the third distich beginning with ovros oV8Ev a'EKE'g which
reminds us at once of literary amplifications of stone epigrams, e.g., the OV'K a'&KW
in the Euripos epigram; 150 (b) standing as it does as the last of the three poems for
the victors of Eion, it does not mention or refer to this victory as the two others do;
(c) the sequence of contemporary soldiers or generals and the leader in the Trojan
War is unprecedented and (I venture to say) impossible; (d) from the purely
stylistic viewpoint it is surprising and again unprecedentedthat of three epigrams of
the same kind and written for the same event, adorning three Herms which together
make up the monument, the first two consist of four, and the third of six lines;
(e) the third distich, besides overstepping the due limit and containing a new conclusion which obviously does not apply to the whole poem but only to the last epigram,
is faulty and poor in itself. The man who composed it drew its idea from the preceding four lines, transferring by means of a logical form to the Athenians what the
composer of the four lines, aptly paraphrasing Homer's praise of Athens,'1' had ably
and, in fact, perfectly expressed. In spite of the logical form which the third distichon
affects, its reasoning is somewhat remarkable: Menestheus came to Troy according
to Homer as a KO X7-T)'
therefore it is nothing strange for the Athenians
S i (AxO,aXEoXogy
to be called Koo-Jrai ua`Xq. At the best, and apart from its faulty logic, this is a
banality, and nobody, I am sure, will call the three epigrams banal. That is not all:
as the illogical and banal conclusion did not fill the distich, its composer added an
Kat r)vopErqg. It is difficult,if possible at all, to connect these words grammatically
a,u'
with KOo-tv-raL'. There ought to have been another predicate referring to 'AO-qvaiounC,
but there was
to which ac4/ KaNt
rvopE'r1
might be suitably affixed, e. g., &8aicKa`Xovg;
no room for it.
I believe the weight of these difficulties is overwhelming: the three epigrams
cannot have stood on the Herms in the sequence in which they are quoted by Aischines
and Plutarch, nor can the third epigram have had exactly the form which these two
witnesses quote. In the face of this result our first task is to seek for an explanation
which meets not one or two of the difficulties,but all, or, as in their totality they seem
149 Somethingin the style of 'Avr' &Epyej' q 'Ayattvova Scrav 'AXato'which hardly can have
stood on an Athenian Herm, though Menekles-Kallikrates (Harp. s. v. 'EpuaC) seem to testify that
it did. It is usually thought to be a parody which then refers to Kimon and the " second " epigram.
Goettling (and Wade-Gery, p. 94) regarded the third " epigram " as the subscription of Polygnotos'
Ilion painting in the Stoa Poikile. Of course, he could not explain how it came into the text of
Aischines, and there is no need to refute his reconstruction of the Eion monument-one Herm with
"the heads of the three generals " and engraved with the first two epigrams.
150

Above, p. 159. and note 15.

95Iliad, B, 546ff., where it is said of MenestheusT(o
K07/Lu0at

t7r7roVs TE Kat avepas

acrrTw&QJTas.

OiV M4) V-9 0OO'OT MXOovLos 76/VET' avp/
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to be unsurmountable, to find a remedy which is at once simple and effective, and
above all, which explains how the difficulties arose. If I am not mistaken, the task is
easy, and I am not the first to take steps which lead in the right direction. The transposition of the third " epigram " from the end to the beginning, proposed as early as
1866, accepted by many scholars, and retained by some even after Weber,'52is a first
step which alone, of course, is not sufficient. We have to combine with it the seclusion
of the third distich of the transposed " epigram " which was suggested a few years
later by Weidner, but found no favour at all and is now completely forgotten.'53 Taken
together these two changes remove all difficulties at once. But it is the explanation
of how these things came to pass which does the trick. Of course, there is no simple
textual corruption; nor is it plausible, it is even demonstrably wrong to explain the
transposition, and only the transposition, as " an obvious error of the grammarian
who transcribed the epigrams in the wrong order, because the three Herms stood in a
triangular group." 154 However the three Herms were arranged, no grammarian in
his senses would have begun his transcription with the Kai epigram, if he saw (as he
did) that the three epigrams referred to the same event. There is only one explanation for the state of things, but it is in my opinion a perfect one: the explanation not
from an error but from the purpose of the moralizing orator who first made use of
the Bion epigrams. I suggest that for him the obnoxious distich was the most important one, and I suggest further that it was of his own making. It drove home the
moral which he wished to draw from the poem which did not give even the names
of the generals, because it openly and clearly heaped all glory on " the Athenians"
on account of what they had achieved at
who had a right to be called Koo-,u-wqraL
/ca'X
different times and under different leadership. The logical and prosaical conclusion

shows the mental process of the orator. Of course, only the

OVTCGOOV8E'V acLELKE

Menestheus epigram allowed of an addition, and, equally of course, he had to quote
it in the last place; he simply could not conclude with the praise of the generals.
What I suggest amounts to a moderate forgery in the poem on the victory monu152 See pp. 187 f.
It was Goettling who first thought of the transposition, but rejected it in
favour of a wild hypothesis (note 149). Weber detached the obnoxious distich from the three
epigrams and printed it as a sort of general conclusion (p. 257; cf. pp. 266, 273ff.).
153 Aischines, In Ctesiphontem aratio, rec. explic. A. Weidner (Lipsiae, 1872). The exceptions
were not at all wrong, nevertheless the athetesis is not even mentioned in the Aischines
took
he
editions of Franke (1883) and Blass (1896) nor in the Plutarch of Lindskog (1914), nor in the
collections of Bergk, Wilamowitz, and Hiller. It was unknown also to Weber, p. 275, note 7, and
Wade-Gery, p. 95, note 97. I had expelled the distich long ago, and was a little sorry when I found
a&KE's is futile.
that Weidner had preceded me. Preger's one objection, the use of the " Ionic " oM8ev
It is an argument of Kirchhoif w'ho used it to prove that the author of the epigram was an Ionian.
Sufficient to quote Aeschylus, Pro?n., 1042, ra7oXetv 8E KaKGs/ -'expoiv v7r' ' 6Op65Vov08V a'GKE6; the passage
justifies the use of the word in an Attic interpolation of the fourth century. Kirchhoff himself
quotes Herodotus, III, 33, and VI, 98 for the syllogism. It is enough to read both passages to
recognize that they cannot prove the distich to have been part of the original poem. At the utmost,
one may infer that Leptines had read Herodotus; but I do not believe that the proof is sufficient.
154 Preger, who even gives a sketch of the group.
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ment. A forgery may suit a moralist ill (though there are many, many examples for
it, as in the opinion of numerous moralists " the end justifies the means"), but it
suits a politician perfectly, and Leptines was a politician. As the forgery was so
moderate, the orator was tolerably sure that nobody would take the trouble to check
the accuracy of his quotation: the epigrams as he quoted them sounded familiar, and
that was enough for him. If there had been one or two cranks in the assembly who
prided themselves on their antiquarian knowledge, he probably would not have cared
at all.155And, perhaps, even we scholars for whom 'AKPi/3EUa is the highest goddess
ought to allow the practical orator a little liberty in adapting his material to his purposes. Leptines had no easy task. In the Athenian assembly he could not very well
hold up as a model of behaviour Thebes or Sparta alone; "' and as the question before
the assembly was about granting honours and exemptions to individual persons, he
had to find something from the glorious past of Athens herself. He had no use for
prosaic honorary decrees with which Demosthenes, of course, made great play, because
by their very nature they gave the name of the man who received civic honours. Nor
because
could he make use of the many epitaphs which praise the 1Tal&Es'AOfryvatov,
they never mentioned the generals or other individuals,157even if they had paid with
their lives in the battles inscribed on the stelai, and were themselves listed as o-rpanyyot,
(uavra,E or in some other capacity. As far as we know public laudatory epigrams for
generals or other leaders of the people did not exist."8' Nor again could he make use
of the ancient victory monuments of which we know (and apparently there were not
many more): for the Marathon epigrams were lost, and they as well as the Cyprus
monument spoke of the dead and the surviving, the victors in their totality, simply as
"these men " (o2E) again not mentioning the generals even by implication. It was
a brain-wave, and he was probablyoverjoyed when he rememberedthe Eion epigrams
which seem to have been unique in mentioning individual men."59They and they alone
It is perhaps more surprising that no commentator did (cf. note 109). There is nothing in
our tradition akirnto the corrected text of the KvqeAXt&vavaJG1Aagiven by the grammarian Apollas
(cf. note 138).
156 Cf. p. 197.
157 Neither did the funeral speeches, as far as we know them, before Hypereides and the Lamian
and eyovrot in comprehensive terms, just as the epitaphs
War. They speak of the dead, their 7rpo'yovot
If Pausanias,
do, and for that matter the other victory monuments: oZ8c,'AOvadtot,7raa8eq'AOqvatoWv.
source.
historical
a
from
added
were
the
of
strategoi
names
the
a
speech,
funeral
from
5
derives
I, 29,
158 Nobody has taken seriously Hiller's suggestion that the Marathon monument formerly
exhibited an epigram on Themistokles, and, of course, we do not find the name of Miltiades or even
of the polemarch Kallimachos on the votive offering at Delphi (Syll.3, 23). In the 'sixties, Kimon
was able to obtain many public honours for the memory of his father,-about the dedication of
Miltiades and the eponymoi see Pomtow, Klia, VIII, pp. 84 ff.; also the painting in the Stoa
Poikile?,-but no epigrams were inscribed comparable to those put up by Lysandros and other
Spartan generals in 405/4 B.C. (Syll.3, 115; Tod, Greek Hist. Inscr., 95).
159 R. Heinze, N. Jahkb., XXXV, 1915, p. 3, who mentioned the Eion poem only in passing,
rightly called it " in jeder beziehung ungew6hnlich." See below, pp. 209 f.
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suited his purpose exactly. Their distintguishing feature was (and is) the mention
of the generals who dedicated the monument, not the absence of their names-the
point on which Aischines and Plutarch, and of course Leptines, and by implication
Demosthenes, dwelt at length. The orators of the fourth century were used to names
and to special honours for generals; in 476/5 B.C. they would probably have given as
mnuchoffence to the Athenians as the epigram of Pausanias on the victory monument
of Plataea gave to the Spartans.'60 But we see at once why Leptines more than a
century later stressed the absence of the names, and why he invented the story that
the demos imposed on the generals demanding as reward for their services the condition that their names should not be inscribed.1"'Of course, Leptines did not trouble
about the name of Menestheus: he was a hero mentioned as such by Homer whom
the epigrammatist had been careful to quote, and he was therefore not to be treated
as a contemporarygeneral.
I feel fairly confident that we have solved the riddle of the three epigrams without rending asunder the tradition and throwing away the bleeding pieces or grafting
them upon another body. We have acted, I submit, like a good doctor, cautiously
reducing the dislocated joints and removing, with hardly any loss of blood, a noxious
growth. But we have still to examine the poem as it stood on the stone. Let us give
our hypothesis a trial, and if it stands it, we may, perhaps, claim that our treatment
has been successful and that we can discharge the patient as sound in body and mind.
This testing of the new poem will not take a long time. For it goes almost without
saying that now we may securely speak not of a plurality of epigrams,'62but of one
poem whose three parts were evenly distributed on three Herms which most probably
the three generals had offered to set up and pay for, either from their share in the
Mr. J. M. Todd reminded me of this case. In fact, if 7o h'uvoZv XeVyIoV o1 AdLKEUaOuVLOoke7Te (Thucydides, I, 132), his first offence in the eyes of the ephors consisted in putting
in his name instead of oc Aaxeat u'vtot as that of the victor over the Persians. They would have
insisted on the erasure of the epigram even if they did not fear or had already received protests
from the allies against the apparent slight of their contribution towards victory. The protests were
TOV /l3ap/3alapov
probably the reason for inscribing o3vowacrtTqaS 7roXcLsoaaL tVyKaLeXovraa
Za7YrTaV To
aVaOrjpa without a dedicatory epigram.
161Wade-Gery, pp. 74 f. called the condition " a childish tale," and the explanation given above
is implicit in his criticism. But I am more interested in the positive side of the question. If Kimon
had a say in the text of the inscription (and I think it probable that he had; see below, pp. 209 f.),
he will himself have advised the poet to name no names, partly in deference to popular feeling
(cf. note 160), but more perhaps because he had no mind to share the glory with his colleagues and
to make their names immortal. In Athens, he knew, everybody would understand who was the real
ItEIv; and as to Posterity, if he had imagination enough to think of it (which I rather doubt),
he was reasonably sure that it would forget the others. In this belief he was not mistaken (note 140).
162 As Wilamowitz, Ed. Meyer, and most scholars do. But R. Heinze (note 159) rightly speaks
of a " langes gedicht, das man unter die Hermen setzte." So already Busolt, Gr. G., III, 1, p. 101,
and Preger, but for a wrong reason: ro &(rtyparmna in Demosthenes and Aischines (who immediately
afterwards says T'a 7rot',UaTa) is a collective term, not meanxing" the poem," but " the inscription."
l10
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booty or from their substance, in order to adorn the market place which had been
devastated by the self same Persians a few years before.163
The first part of the poem, formerly the third " epigram " contains seemingly a
which serves as the backgroundfor the historical feat of arms,
mythicalparadeigma,164
thus raising the latter into the sphere dignified by Homer, whom the author quoted
as lyric and elegiac poets sometimes did; it intimates that the recent exploit would
have been worthy of being praised by Homer.'65 By thus putting on the same level
the mythical and the historical event, the poet becomes in a way the forerunner of the
Athenian X6yoy EvrdTot. But there is a notable difference in that the funeral speech
very soon developed as a distinctive feature a first part consisting of an enumeration
of all claims to glory which the Athens of the kings had to show from their boasted
autochthony onwards-the victories over Eumolpos with his Thracians and over the
Amazons, the help given to the Seven against Thebes and to the descendants of
Herakles, and finally the participation in the Trojan War. The Eion poet does not
enumerate all these facts, he chooses from them the one Panhellenic title of Athens
to glory which is also the one fact comparable with the historic event he is out to
praise-a siege and occupation of a strongly defended town of the barbarians. Perhaps a mention of what is probably the oldest Athenian funeral speech will be illuminating-if it was indeed a speech, not an epitaph, and delivered at a real burial, not
made for a cenotaph of the men who were slain at Drabeskos. Whatever it was, it
did not enumerate indiscriminately all the achievements of Athens, but merely compared the historic expedition to Thrace with similar Athenian exploits in the past,
the special expeditions sent overseas by Athens, excluding even the Panhellenic
expedition to Troy."66
In the second part of the poem, formerly the first epigram, which begins with
'iv apa KaKEL1VO, the'Ka now clearly refers to the men who went with Menestheus. We
get rid-a negative but important result-of the alleged connexion between the
Marathon epigrams and the Eion poem and all the hypotheses built on this connexion;
for apart from the Ka there is not a scrap of evidence for the Siegesallee, the
Ruhmeshalle, or the Kimon monument in the Hall of Zeus; they all turn out to be
These Herms were hardly meant to form the boundary of the restored Agora, as Wilamowitz
believes, again exaggerating the share of Kimon in the restoration. But they may well have been
the first Herms set up in the area later called ot 'Eptat (cf. note 132),.
(note 126), but provisionally it may
164 The term is perhaps as unsuitable as "moralizing"
serve (see below, pp. 207 f.).
165 The use which Domaszewski, p. 15 made of the name of Menestheus is sufficiently bad, but
the question of Loewy, p. 26 reveals an almost incredible lack of understanding: "und da die
epigramme feldherren und taten der gegenwart gelten sollen, was soll hier der vorzeitliche anfiihrer
der Athener gegen Troja? "
'
,4Ev
166 Pausanias, I, 29, 5: UTpaT'dv S?
rriTs'EXXaSos 'AG-va'totTrpTrovTroVTov aTIELXav Ilpta',
E
'IoAa ov TrE
fleT
a7rd oKvOL AoyovKaTrCTo'foav S 7ro'Xqwv, 'AG7vatotS? I8t,
"EXX?,vEs
a
yap KaC Tpw ?ravrs
1945.
Cf.
J.H.S.,
LXIV,
T7rv
E'
Opajov.
SjOTC
KGL
TptroV
VYTpaTCEvav
S TrIviVV 'Jwvtav
0ap&J KaC 8evrEpaY
163
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phantoms created by modern scholars who cannot or will not pay attention to the
evidence. Again the comparison is an apt one, and the rare epithet raciaKap&totfor
the men of Eion is not chosen at random. The main feature of the siege of Troy was
its long duration, which it needed endurance to stand: the great speech of Odysseus
in the second book of the Iliad 167 which prepares for the uninterruptedseries of battles
narrated by Homer is wholly concerned with this point of view, the temper of the
men who are asked to stand it; with TrX1re<tbAothe begins his impressive peroration.
This in the opinion of the poet was also the quality of the men who besieged Eion;
they too have proved their TrX-,oo-'Vx,were TaXaKap8to.'68For, of course, the EKE&VOL
are the men, not the generals: 169 there is no doubt of that, as the next part of the
8&. A severe logician might object to the sequence menpoem begins with q'?yVEF6VeOO-L
generals, because the pacradeigmain line 1-4 only speaks of a leader of men, and
a biased critic might further object to the factual contents of line 5-8, because they
ascribe to the men what might as well, or better be ascribed to the generals-the means
for reducing the Persians to extreme embarrassment. But, in fact, nobody can misunderstand the poet, and nobody but a spiteful athetizer will vituperate him, for
everybody knows that Menestheus did not go single-handed to Troy, but as a leader
of fifty ships and about five-thousand Athenian men, aVTEpETat Kat ,uaXquot iTavreg; 170
and the poet, with the speech of the Homeric Odysseus in his mind, had good reason
to praise the enduranceof the men which enabled the generals to carry out their plans.
His conception shows that he had to take into account the strongly democratic trend
of public opinion in Athens, and it is rather noteworthy that there is no outspoken
praise of the generals at all, in the mention of whom the poem culminates: they got
the reward, perhaps because they had asked for it, but the praise went to the men who
167

B, 278-332. For its genuineness see Sb. Berlin, 1932, pp. 589 ff.

is
168The Aspis (424) calls Herakles iAtL? raAaKacp8to vo"s, and Bakchyl., F. 62 [TaAXaKap&tos
said
of
about
the
raAaKap&to'
sure
meaning
I
am
not
syd
quite
man;
a
of
contemporary
perhaps said
(e.g., TrX?A),v'OvarE1s Il., K,
by Oedipus of himself (Soph., O.C. 540). It is the Homeric TrkXV'v
231; rTKq/ova OvpuOv
EwXv,E, 670), used in the same sense by Tyrtaios (F 9, 17/8 D alaXp7s 8?;4vyrq
7rap0eG/evos)and Archilochos (7, 5 ff.: aAAa o yap avrc?r
7rcayxv Aac0rpat/ gvyX)vKai Ovpuov TrXr)yova
/TaX?TETWyatKELOV 76E1O0 a7rW
TaXoTa EV
. . . aAAa
Kparep'7v TXTJyOOvv7v
KaKOdtWV, /O
4tX, 4Em7rt
/vxa irapeptewe, and Aesch., Ag., 1302,
nayevot); cf. also Pindar, P., I, 48, Ev 7roXf4otopwxxa rTaXc%ovL
a'XXlaG 'rX'qLv ova'o'a7r' EV`T0oXkoV
OfpEvos(where again I am not quite sure about the sense). The Eion
poet might have used some form of the verb TXiivat, but the adjective (like the noun rutoa5vq) had
KWT7OaL

changed its meaning from " patient " (stout-hearted) to " miserable," perhaps in later epic poetry,
/TrXuoGvvas-to
as the Delphic Hymn to Apollo, 190 if., contrasts 0dEv 8Up' a'pJ3poTca f8' acvGpw7rwv
leave aside a development in another direction, the vituperative use, as not pertinent here. Best
example now the Koroneia epigram TX'oves, odov
WXOaT C 7roX W. Further, e.g., Aeschylus, Pro1.

aiyva

aax-s TWXAaavre;aseArrov/

vXAivs 8atyovi%s

TOVi 8tLKV 7ra'Xets Ta'
614, Xr)OV JIpOUE,
29.
1,
III,
Anab.,
(in
Xenophon,
prose)
Aristophanes, Pax, 723, and
169As Wilamowitz, Domaszewski, and others understood. The same holds good for the Cyprus
poem (cf. note 117).
170 Thucydides, I, 10.
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had earned it for them-and personally, I do not think that Kimon would have wished
his poet to have spoken otherwise.17' But however this may be, with regard to the
form in which the poet cast the praise of the men " who first found out how to break
the enemy's resources," I do not think it necessary to stop here and explain at length
the clear sense and the equally clear wording of this part which condenses admirably
and in a manner truly poetical 172 the story told at some length in the account which
Cf. note 161.
to rpw'rT(meaning Boges) by B. Schmidt (not to
As to the wording, the change of vrpwTrot
mention Bergk's awful pyw) was justly rejected by Preger (" irp&rotevpovGraecorum tautologia")
and Wilamowitz (" wer den sprachgebrauch der Griechen kennt, aindert ein rpC0ot e6pov nicht").
No need for examples, their number is legion. But one may compare the Phyle epigram, Hiller, 61,
171
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and the dedication made by the archons who in 395/4 (not 477/6
as Hiller, 32 has it) began to build the new walls of Athens: 'Apea&Evot 7rpWTOL TELX ELV Ot8' aVEO7Kav /

7ro'XEws 7rp(WTOCKaTa7raVEtv/
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Philol., Suppl. 26, 1, 1933,
stresses the notion of the verb (see also Kleinguenther HPUTos EV'pETy's,
pp. 57 f.) ; not even the archons, who knew that others would go on with the work, thought of them
and a possible dedication by them too; they simply stressed their claim to priority. There really is
no doubt about the meaning of 7rp(uTOtCVpOV. The ingenious use which Wade-Gery, p. 74 made of it
is linguistically untenable. Moreover his explanation "the 'process' in question is the breaking
of Persian morale " seems to me to have an intensely modern flavour and, perhaps, he felt this
himself, as in Athen. Stud. Ferguson (H.S.C.P., Suppl. I [1940]), pp. 152 if. he avoids it, choosing
descriptive terms which are much nearer to the simple words of Plutarch, Kimon, 13, 4 (= Kallisthenes,

124 F 16 Jac.),
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In any case, the breaking of Persian morale (" resource ' or " hope ") did
not begin with the occupation of Eion; no Greek poet could or would have said that, thus ignoring
the great battles fought in 480 and 479 B.c. These battles broke Persian morale, if you like, and
men like Boges and Maskames were honorable exceptions from the general defeatism. If the Eion
poet had been fool enough to exaggerate in an altogether reckless manner the importance of Eion,
he would have said so clearly; there were many possibilities to express a complete breakdown of
the Persian spirit as well as of the Persian forces. He does not say that; he uses the word aJ,%xavt'7
which has not a vague and general meaning, but a quite definite and special one: the enemy was not
morally broken, he was made helpless. It is an apt word, the mot juste, like TaXaJacp&totfor the event
which the poet praises. Perhaps his words are untranslateable, but we can get their exact meaning
by a paraphrase: " they found a way to create a situation from which the enemy could not extricate
himself," as he could, though with great losses, at Salamis and Plataea. What the men of Eion did,
was, in fact, something new in the history of warfare with the barbarians, comparable only with
the fate of Troy: not a pitched battle, were it ever so victorious, but a siege which ended with the
complete destruction of the enemy's force, because the beleaguerers left him no choice but either
to surrender or to destroy himself. It was a feat of arms which brought honour to victors and
vanquished alike, and which lived in the memory of the Athenians and not the Athenians alone,
for Herodotus heard about Boges also from his " Persian friends." That was a edprjyain the Greek
sense of the word which does not always mean what we call an invention, but very often signifies
somebody who first did a thing. Of course, it is possible that later writers sought after a special
cvp)puameant here (Pausanias, VIII, 8, 9; Wilamowitz, Ar. u. Ath., I, p. 155, note 69), but that
does not affect the use which the poet made of the idiom. For those who like personal explanationsand I am quite prepared to admit that here such an explanation is justified-I will add that the poet
may well have stressed the priority claim not (or not so much) for factual reasons, but to preconize
7rEpq380?TOV Etp?VrV,
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we have from Herodotus."'
But I am afraid I must now pause for a short discussion of the use of sore' not
only in the first but also in the second part of the poem, though the doubling and even
trebling of the word seems to me to show at once its meaning also in the second place.
Of course, I quite accept as a principle of interpretation that a Greek author is usually
saying precisely what he means to say; I have as little liking as Wade-Gery for disposing of a word which has a definite meaning by calling it a stop-gap, though I believe
that here too one should always take into account " the mesmeric effect " of phrases
and particularly of parts of verses coined by a famous poet. Even apart from this
possibility 174 the principle itself is not so simple as it sounds: the drawback is that
we have to infer the intention of the poet from the words he uses and the context in
which he uses them; and neither may be in every case obvious. Now 7roremeans " at
some time "; it is also used of " some unknown point of time "; and, of course, there
always must be an interval betwen the writing of a poem and the event with which
then may be
it is concerned. The interval is often an appreciably long one, and oTorE
"
"
translated by once upon a time," long before." But this is by no means always
the case: "' there are vast differences as to the period covered by rorE-about half a
thousand years or even seven centuries in the first part of the Eion poem, one year
and a half (or at the utmost between two and three years) in the Phyle epigram, or
(to give some examples from a period nearer the Eion poem) in the epitaph for the
Spartans at Thermopylae, in the Simonidean poem for Megistias, and in the dedicatory epigram which the Athenians set up in the Artemision. Wade-Gery is at pains
to explain why in the last mentioned cases the use of 7oorefor a relatively short period
does not give offence,'76and he may well be right. But his inference from the 7rore
in the "first" Eion epigram (and exclusively from this roore) "that, in fact, the
verses are written after the battle of the Eurymedon and perhaps after Kimon's
Kimon and his (aristocratic?) colleagues. We are entering in 476/5 B.C. the period of a conservative
government (Aristotle, 'AO. IIoA., 23, 1), and it was the conservative general who had won this
victory with the forces of the new League, while the gloires of the Xerxes War and even the
foundation of the League rested with the " confounded democrats," Themistokles and Aristides.
VII, 107.
174 Or even probability, for I have little doubt that the Eion poet knew the one certainly
Simonidean epigram which in 476/5 B.C. was brand-new and probably already famous. The end
of an hexameter oi'7OTE M8&wvfollowed in the pentameter by a geographical determination reminds
us at once of the epitaph for the seer Megistias, Ov 7rOTE MDOL / :TEpXEcOV 7r07aoV
KTdcvav au0auvoL,
and who (though he well knew his impending fate) OVuKETXq $rapTr-)yCov6a
rpoXrEZv. Not that
he copied it or was diverted by it from his own path, but it was present to his mind, as Homer was.
Wade-Gery, p. 73 rightly states that 70ToE in a genuine epitaph, referring to the circumstances of
the death, is " exceptional." We may even regard it as " the exceptia probans regulam "; but can
we disregard the literary influence of such an exceptio in one of the first examples for the use of
the temporal particle?
175 II., E, 108 where it is even used of the day before, and the fact remains if one athetizes the
verse with Aristarchos, OTt ro iror7 XpOVtK?)V EXCt 9(aCV.
176

See especiallypp. 72 f-
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death," is arguable only if this " epigram " is the only genuine one among the three
quoted by Aischines and Plutarch-and this is certainly not the case, because it would
compel us to refer the Kact of KaKETVO& to the victors in later battles which, I submit,
is manifestly impossible. Let us be quite clear about the state of things. We are of
course not on unshakable ground for the Eion poem in so far as one cannot definitely
refute an assertion that the monument was set up and the poem engraved a considerable time after 475 B.C., though the burden of proof rests with the scholars who
vote for a late date, and so far they have failed to prove the likelihood of it.'77 On the
other hand, the story told by Aischines and Plutarch cannot be regarded as proof
incontrovertiblethat the monumentwas granted as soon as the generals, one of whom
also brought home the relics of Theseus, returned from Thrace: it is the natural assumption, and just for that reason it may have been a wrong inference of Aischines,'78
or (as we had better say now) of Leptines. But we are justified in demanding proof
that it was a wrong inference; at least, the late date ought to be made plausible. Till
proof is brought forward or the plausibility made out, I venture to reverse the
argument of Wade-Gery: no one who reads this poem with attention can doubt that
it was written very soon after the events to which it refers, and the only event mentioned in it is the siege and occupation of Eion.
The long and the short of the matter is that, as soon as we make ourselves free
of the baneful influence of Domaszewski's treatment of the tradition, all arguments
which one could take seriously if there were only one genuine epigram, completely
lose their force. And I am afraid even if the thesis of the one genuine epigram could
be proved or made plausible, we should not restore the Ki'monmonument of Domaszewski, but would have to prefer Weber's Siegesallee. As things are, two points are
fairly certain: we have to start with 475 B.C. as the probable date of the Eion monument, and we are fully justified in assuming that the Eion poet, whoever he was,'79
was quite able not only aptly to paraphrase Homer, but also to express his own ideas
clearly and well. If therefore we disapprove of the explanation of rorE'as a mere
stop-gap, and if we disallow the claim that VOTrEMUst mean " long before," we have
to try to show what the poet intended when he used VrOTEin dating not only a mythological event, but also the historical and contemporaneousone. Negatively it is evident that he did not aim at stressing the usual difference in time between the paradeigma and the event; otherwise he would have put into the second part of his poem
a vvv or a similar word indicating the contrast, and we cannot doubt that he would
have been able to find his way to do so. Perhaps the usual manner of employing a
177 I feel personally sure that the monument was granted and set up before the catastrophe
which befell the first colonists. It seems that Schol. Aischin., 2, 31 are dating the catastrophe, not
the occupation in 476/5 B.C. If that is so, the Herms; were set up in the winter or the spring of
Phaidon's year.
178 As Wade-Gery, pp. 74 f. argues.
179 See below, pp. 210 f.
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paradeigma appeared commonplaceto him, perhaps he did not regard the mention of
seems
Menestheus as a technical paradeigma at all. In any case, the doubling of 7ro'oe
to show that he aimed at the exact contrary, not to stress the difference in time, but
to abolish it, which means to abolish also the difference in the appreciation of the two
facts, to put the Homeric and the contemporaneousevent on the same level. Consequently we have to ascertain his standpoint in regarding the facts mentioned, to seek
the common denominator for both events; and this is not difficult,as the poet indicates
his standpoint with perfect lucidity in the third part and the last distich of his poem.
The common denominator is Posterity: the succeeding generations when seeing the
monument, shall and will be willing to contend for the good of the commonwealthwith
their forbears, the men who endured the siege of Troy and those who acted likewise
at Eion.'80 For Posterity the difference in time between these two events is indifferent,
both belong to the past, both are shining examples for the spirit of the Athenians,
well fitted to fill their descendants with the same spirit and the wish to emulate r-qv
rcov irpoyovawv apEr-v. It is the same view-point which is noticeable in the funeral
speeches, when the orator enumerates the men who died for their country from the
beginning of Athenian history down to the dead of the present year, without making
a distinction in value between them."8'The men recently fallen and buried now enter
at once the sacred companionshipof the heroes of the past, they become at once models
for their surviving contemporaries as well as for the succeeding generations. This
idea, which is the main characteristic for the annual ceremony in the public cemetery,
had become a topos in 432/1 B.C., and probably earlier; it was not yet a topos in
476/5. If there is a typical idea in the Eion poem, it derives from Homer and epic
poetry. The Eion poet perceives his task as the epic poet does who has to tell of men
and deeds which are to become models for Posterity, bad and good models; even his
yap TroE y' eo_rt Ka&
heroes think of posterity as the judge of their actions-ato-xpov
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Incidentally we get a new proof for the superior quality of Plutarch's text: 8vptvExec is
doubtless preferable to 0o'xGov E'`Xvwhich echoes 7roXvv7ro'vovroVluvev in Aischines' prose. I think
that the text above answers again Wade-Gery, pp. 76 f. and his important footnote 23: "to the
long futurity of readers, 7roTEwill qualify the whole story, unexceptionally if dully; for the poet
it must refer to things which, at the moment at which he writes, have definitely receded into the
past." The mind of the Eion poet is fixed on futurity-futurity pure and simple, not a long or a
short one-for which the events which he mentions have receded into the past and have become
models for posterity.
181 They are certainly not depicting aoSoS KaTw,
while Thucydides, true to his general historical
outlook, presents his readers with a OOs alvw.
182 II., B, 119 (the book from which he took the idea of TXi)vat
apparent in TaXaKa'pSot);
Od., p, 255; w, 433; cf. II., r, 287 =460. For the preposition and posterity hearing of the past
event cf. the famous epicene oracle Herod., VI, 77, 2: 0 WoTE Ttl EpEt Kat roreopvwv a&vGpa'irwv-/
aIrWXETO
8ELVO'O$40STpCE'XKTOS'
8oVPi 8apao0ad. It may well have been known to the Eion poet. Cp. also
II., H, 81 ff. (Wade-Gery, p. 77, note 23).
183 II Z, 357 f.; Od., y,
203 f.; 0, 579 f.
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discreet stressing of what they now call the
&7r)ptv ExEtv.

In this third part of the poem, formerly the second epigram, which is a real and
suitable conclusion of the poem, we do not meet with any particular difficulty, for the
indefinite a8dEclearly refers to the monument as a whole with which the Demos
rewarded the victorious generals.185Its principal interest for us lies in its indicating
the conditions under which the Demos granted permission to them to set up the Herms
commemorating their victory. I do not mean here "the childish tale that the Demos
forbade the generals to mention their own names," as Wade-Gery has it, the invention
of the moralizing orator, as I prefer to call it less inimically, whose reasons I believe
I have sufficiently explained above.'86 I do not mean the story at all, or the question,
insoluble for us and hardly of the first importance, whether the poem confirms the
traditional story that the generals had asked for a reward, or whether the story was
evolved from the ,uo-Oov3'E8Kav of the poem.187I mean the fact which emerges from
the poem, which cannot be doubted, and which is the historical testimony for the spirit
of, and the feelings in Athens in 476/5 B.C., as valuable as the Marathon epigrams
are for the spirit of 490/89 B.C.: 188 the Athenians were so proud and happy about
the victory which rightly appeared to them as a great achievement of their new and
own league, the promising beginning of the offensive war under their leadership for
the liberation of the European and Ionian Greeks, which moreover held out fair
prospects for an Athenian settlement in the rich and much coveted regions of Thrace,
that they accorded their generals an honour unheard-of till then and one which seems
to have- remained unique.'89 If Domaszewski is surprised about this " exceptional
X, 304 f.
See note 54.
186 See pp. 200 if.
"
187 Because of the vagueness of &&'vat,even when connected with
tu0Jo'v, it can mean give"
or "permit." It really does not matter much, though of course we should like to know, whether
the honour was decreed spontaneously (even then there must have been a mover), or by the gentle
pressure of the friends of Kimon, or on the demand of Kimon and his colleagues. One ought not
to forget the colleagues, as Wilamowitz, Wade-Gery, p. 95, note 97, and most scholars do. Surely
it is the simplest explication for the three Herms, that there were three generals (cf. notes 128, 140).
188
See above, p. 185.
189
See pp. 201 f. No similar honour was granted for the battles of Salamis and Plataea
(cf. note 159), nor, for that matter, to the victors of Marathon. Probably Miltiades did not ask
for a special honour, nor had he any right to it; he had not been the commander of the army, as
the descendants of the polemarch Kallimachos are at pains to imply by the posthumous epigram
which they inscribed on his votive offering (note 8). What he asked for was, according to
Herodotus (VI, 132), the command of a great fleet for an unknown destination. After the sorry
issue of this expedition he could not set up a votive offering of whatever character. He died atr,yos,
and it was left to his son to vindicate the honour of the house; and I for one am quite prepared
to admit that the demand for a victory monument in 476/5 B.C. (see note 187) was his first step.
In any case, he had a hand in it.
184
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honour for the single victory of the Strymon," 190 I regard his surprise as an example
of the curious habit prevalent in a certain class of modern historians who are so clever
that they either do not look at the evidence at all, or use it only with a view to show
how clever they are, when they should instead " transfuse themselves into the spirit
of the ages past." Let us rather state that these are still the times for devising new
honours which though new are always moderate and therefore astonishing to the
orators of the fourth century and their public-rTtq /JEya`Xaq c)9 TO'T' E'80KEL, as
Aischines expresses it succinctly and much more happily than Plutarch with his rav3Ta
KaUTEp
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These are still the times in which the young democracyfinds itself and

becomes slowly conscious of its immense strength and of the devotion of its citizensoldiers. It was the first two generations after the establishment of democracy which
adorned the grave of the men who had died at the Euripos with a modest epigram of
two lines,'9' which instituted a hero cult for the dead of Marathon inscribing their
names on a stele at the grave,'92and which set up a victory monument in the city for
the men who had saved their town from destruction, again originally only in two lines,
though they soon added a second epigram; it was the men of these generations who
honoured the first generals because they had reported a resounding victory with the
united troops of the new league, and who finally about 465/4 B.C. decreed a public
burial in the Kerameikos for all citizens (and not only citizens) who had given their
lives for Athens.
The authors of all these poems are unknown to us and were unknown to Antiquity,
and I think we had better refrain from seeking after the name of the Eion poet, who
probably was an Ionian, and perhaps a client of Kimon.'93 After the interpreation
190Loewy, pp. 25 f., asks an even more curious question: "wer konnte sich durch dieses
epigramm einer Herme geehrt fiihlen, wer es als lohn fur seine verdienste ansehen?"
191Above, pp. 159 f., 177.
192 Above, p. 177.
193 If it was Ion of Chios, he contrasts favourably with his Samian namesake, who some seventy
years later fulsomely praised Lysandros and other Spartan officers. But this suggestion of Kirchhoff
is not at all a plausible one. It rests entirely on the wrong dating of the occupation of Eion in
01. 77 (472/69). Ion came to Athens 'TavTai7raatv lutpaptov (Plutarch, Kimon, 9, 1) and was invited
TJ(V (t@V
cT0aO+TaTOV,concerning
to a dinner at which Kimon told an anecdote about a oTpaT'7yrJaJ7LcL
what that means,
the
from
question
iat
BvgavTtov.
Apart
EK
booty
the distribution of the
:?7qGTOV
the story of the dinner is "ganz zeitlos iiberliefert" (Beloch, Gr. G.2, II, 2, p. 187). It does not
follow from the comparison which the guests make between Kimon and Themistokles that the latter
was not yet banished (or rather ostracised). The terminus ante is 461/0 B.C., and we must assume
not too short an interval between the event (whatever it was) and the dinner at which Kimon
reviews his career as a general. I should say that the dinner took place between 475 and 465, and
probably nearer to the latter year. That suits the few dates which we have for Ion quite well, but
it seems most improbable that "the very young lad " was chosen by Kimon to furnish him and
his colleagues with the inscription for a rather important public monument. There is nothing in
the poem which recommends Ion, even if the objection of Wilamowitz (" Ion der freund des
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of his poem I do not think it necessary to attempt a general assessment of its value,
defending it against some ill-considered sneers. The poem, if compared with most
" patriotic " poetry, is in my opinion a good one, provided that one reads what the
poet wrote and not what Leptines made of it."94To this primary question I do not
return: as I believe the restored poem has stood the test, I feel confident that the
suggestion about Leptines tampering slightly with the original inscription is at least
plausible, though personally I think even better of it. In any case, the fact remains
that we have to choose between a perhaps brilliant hypothesis which for all its brilliancy is conspicuous by a hardly conceivable amount of disregard for and misstatement of the evidence, partly rebuilding the Athenian Agora and evolving from the
" inner consciousness" a monument for Kimon which is historically and archaeologically (to put it mildly) a rather curious one; and on the other hand a simple
critical operation of a nature not unusual in the tradition of stone-epigrams, an operation which is easily explained by the purpose of the man who introduced the epigram
into literature. Personally I infinitely prefer the simple way of restoring the work
of the poet. But perhaps I am biased, or-crassa Minerva mihi 'st.
F. JACOBY
OXFORD UNIVERSITY

abstrusen") is of little value. The vague guesses of Bergk, P.L.G.4, III, pp. 518 f.-Melanthios,
Archelaos (see Plutarch, Kimon, 4), " rhapsodus aliquis ex Ionia oriundus velut Stesimbrotus
Thasius "-are mere guesses. Kirchhoff and Bergk have both rejected Simonides: the chronological argument is valueless, as Simonides reported a victory at Athens in 477/6 B.C.; the stylistic
argument is weak, as we know next to nothing of his epigrammatic style. From the dialect
Kirchhoff has established the fact that the poet was an Ionian, though I would not dare to introduce
a typically Ionian 7rpq-ypainto a poem destined to be engraved on a public monument. But the fact
hardly helps to decide the question which we have said to be not decidable for us, whether the honour
was granted or demanded-in any case a somewhat narrow alternative (see note 187). In the first
case the Boule (or whoever controlled public inscriptions) may have commanded the epigram, but
one may well imagine that the motion was accompanied by a copy of the contemplated inscription.
If the generals were permitted to set up Herms and left a free hand, Kimon in agreement with his
brother generals will have commanded the poem from a poet personally known to him. In any
case, a dedication meant an inscription, and, apart from the uniqueness of the Eion case, we do
not know whether there was anything like a censorship at Athens for inscriptions on votive offerings.
194 It is short, well-poised, and to the point, and, as to its concept, it is surely not inferior to
the Cyprus poem and most of the Kerameikos epitaphs. The language is simple and clear, never
high-flown and never clumsy. The paraphrase of Homer is distinctly good, and the epithets are
and does not justify the assumption that the siege lasted into
well-chosen: KpVEpOS iS opposite to atZOwv
the winter (see Beloch, Gr. Gesch.2, II, 2, p. 183). I am rather astonished how severe the critics
are against the poet: Kirchhoff, p. 56, characterizes his poem " als die arbeit eines ziemlich mittelmaissigen kopfes oder eines noch sehr jugendlichen anfaingers"; R. Reitzenstein, Epigranmmund
Skolion (1893), p. 113, note 1 and Ed. Meyer, Forsch., II (1899), pp. 12 f. are altogether scornful.
Perhaps Wilamowitz comes nearest the truth: " Die gedlichte [i. e., the Eion poem] . . . sind . . .
ein unveriichtliches denkmal der attischen poesie jener zeit, wenn sie auch kein grosser dichter geBut it is not Attic, and I do not think that he did justice to the achievement
macht hat.
of the poet.

